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blast. Casualty-producing effects considered include
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wave which can cause people to lose balance, be rotated,
translated terminating in impact on hard surfaces, and
2) debris produced by the breakup of structural and non-
structural components when interacting with the blast wave.
Casualties are divided in three categories, i.e., those pro
duced by debris impact, floor impact and groumd plane im-
pact. The latter category includes personnel blown out of
the building. The purpose of results is to categorize andrank casualty mechanisms and on this basis identify shelter
spaces which are moSt likely to offer protecticn against
them. Related Lopics include a classification of shelter
spaces, analysis of a fallout snelter against the effects
of blast, feasibility of using large limestone mines as
shelters and the analysis of an emergency operating center
against the direct effects of nuclear weapons.
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ABSTRACT
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The emphasis of the study described in this report is on the

survivability of individuals located in conventional buildings

when exposed to the direct effects produced by megaton range nu-

clear weapons. The reason for the emphasis and the interest in

conventional buildings is that these structures, and especially

those which contain substantial numbers of people for significant
portions of the day, represent the only viable and significant

sheltering; resource at the present time. It is therefore impor-
tant to have a clear understanding of their sheltering potential

not only against the prompt effects of nuclear weapons but also
against the effects of natural disasters such as earthquakes,
hurricanes and tornado;.

The study described iF; subJect-wise a direct follow-on to the

study described in Ref 1.1 in which an approximate, formal pro-
cedure for the evaluati~n of existing buildings on the basis of

people survivability was formulated. Although still greatly ap-
proximate, this study extends the procedure previously developed

to include a phenomenon not considered in sufficient detail.

Phenomenon referred to is j~pact which is the primary casualty
producer in a blast environment produced by megaton range nuclear

weapons.

The -impact problem and the corresponding approach to its
solution are discussed in Chapter 2 which considers impacts pro-

duced in the upper stories of framed buildings when subjected to
the blast effects of nuclear weapons. Impact is divided into

three distinct categories, i.e., impact of building debris on

individuals ir;•'ie, ,t in'... idt.ils with ri;;id surticc•s such as
f h.,.r-., ,a., " *.m . -. i;.',.act td Individuals ,;ith the c'rfltuj-d plane.
Ground plane im.pi.cit is tac,.n a: : svp.r c. cdte;gorv because it in-

volves those individuals who are swvpL out from the upper stories

by r he !,iast winh,.

1-1



The computational procedure developed is deterministic and

is capable of keeping track of the time dependent debris-people-

floor-wall-ground plane interaction process in a reasonably proper

sequence of the event. Each upper story occupant is treated on

an individual basis keeping track of all impacts experienced by
him and the intensity of each. Impacts experienced by individu-

als are categorized bozh with respect to source and the portion
of body impacted. Each impact experienced by the individual is

treated as a sepa'rate, independent event. The probability of
fatality is determined for each of the basis of casualty criteria.

The probability of fatality from combined impacts is determined
as a product of the individual impact fatality probabilities.

The major advantage of this analysis process over those used
previously (Ref. 1.1) is in the fact that it allows consideration

of several different impact categories as part Of a single, time-
dependent event. It is capable of determining the relative im-
portance of individual impact categories on survivability. It is
also capable of determining the relative importance (on surviva-
bility) of a variety of different debris producing upper story
walls in terms of initial crack patterns, incipient collapse
overpressure, time to collapse and window size. Although the
process has numerous limitations, it is nonetheless capable of

producing credible and useful results.

The capabilities of this procedure are demonstrated by means
of an example-problem which considers 12 framed, four-story build-
ings and determines people survivabilities for each. The build-

ings are identical except that their enclosing walls have a range

of different window sizes and types, and therefore different

debris-size distributions. Results are analyzed using appropriate
statistical methods.

Chapter 3 discusses the feasibility of developing a' classi-

fication system for conventional buildings in terms of best avail-

able shelter space. A purely analytic approach is taken and a
table of results for framed buildings is produced. The results

are free field overpressures for 90, 50 and 10 percent survivability

1-2



ialues, and are expressed in tcrnms of six building parameters

one or which is wall strength. Since wall strength is not a

coommonly available parameter, the applicability of these results

is limited

It is demonstrated that in order to be generally applicable,

such a classification system cannot be developed without a tho-

rough examin-ation of field daca, i.e., detailed survey data of

existing buildings. The rvJson for this is that in order to be

generally applicabli, the r,..itive protection afforded should be

expressed in terA of ccno ... kno:wn and commonly used descrip-

tars. Incipient collapse ove-rpressurcs for walls and basement

overhead s!,,bq are no: comn. lv available. By analyzing field

survey da ra, deten•miing'. s,,rvi.vabi lities of corresponding build-
ings, and analyzin, rva:W.:ltS u:;i ;, siat istical methods, it is

possible to eljnr:'e insi:n. ic'n.. t building parameters and to

ei'e:-s burvivb;i M .. in t, :. ,t" more commonly used descriptors

such an:, wall typ..pu. and :-1 L. ,ype. A pilot analysis effort along

these line.s has been perfarrit,1 and is described in Ref. 2.2.

An anlysis of an exisring Enwergency Operating Center is

described in Chapivr 4 i.nc' this is believed to be the first

analysis of an HOC t" cons:i'd-r direct effects of nuclear weapons

on connmuication. , lif, . apport equipment and operating staff,

the analysi: is fairly detailed. The attempt is to consider all

potentially critical- item,- and to dcvelop a standard ranting pro-

cedure for this clis:; uf ivi ! defense facilities.

In Ch(pttur 5 as hhe]l•er d:.i•I ;nd and constructed for fallout

radiation prtcect fin is ;nalv,,.'~ed to determine its protection ca-

pabilit ies aain.t pr,,r:qt ef f' ts of nuclear weapons. This an-

alyvsis add:s onw i,,re :iwt. er to ,I, catalog of expedient and spe-

cial pt;rpo;.v ,hu-ltvr;N oriq,.ina! 1v ,; ipW'cI for fallout radiation

are ,lescribvd in R,.f. i.* .

Othvr .. k. complt)ted in th. t:'ir;t, n17 this study include a

review w: c:urruLn' Iv .y i ,ahle ,.,q - cr t.eria rel.,t vt ro

casualty mechanisms manifestud in shelters, i.e.,t upper stories

1-3



and basements of conventional buildings, development of an ar-

ticulated man simulation model, development of a procedure for

the analysis of load-bearing and combination buildings, complete

update and revision of the people survivability analysis computer
program described in Ref. 1.1. estimation of dynamic pressures
in a large, existing limestone mine complex. Results and con-
clusions based on these tasks are discussed in Chapter 6, which
also contains a set of recommendations for future studies.

App-ndices Lo this report include a description of the com-
puter p:'o.)gram u.-cd in ,,eneratint- results Pressented in- -'anter 3
arnd a ;rt,:,inar- u .is of lirestone mines is Dossible per-
s~)nUAel shelr ,:s

kEFERE.4CES

1.1 Longintow, A., et al, People Survivability in a Direct Effects
Environment and Related Topics, Contract DAHC20-68-C-0126,
Lrk trniET 6Ti'D, for DCPA, -IT Research Institute, May 1973

1.2 !.orwinow, A., Survivability in a Direct Effezts Environment
Ana, Cn.t7ract DAHC20-73-C-0227,

S-or DCPA, lIT Research Institute, July 1974.
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CHAPTER 2

CASUALTIES PRODUCED BY IMPACT

2.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In the upper stories of buildings subjected to the direct ef-
fects of nuclear weapons casualties will be produced by:

Thermal radiation when window covering is not provided or
is inadequate and when people are in the direct line
of sight with the source.
Prompt nuclear radiation when the mass thickness between
the people and the source is not adequate or essentially
nonexistent as in the case of modern, highrise buildings
with large areas of window glass.
Dynamic pressure (high velocity winds) associated with
thepassage of the blast wave will cause people to lose
balance, be rotated, translated terminating in impact
on hard surfaces (floor, walls, furniture) vith various
parts of the body. In addition to setting people in mo-
tion, dynamic pressures will als3 set loose or attached
objects in motion. Building components such as window
frames and glass, mounted equipment, walls and partitions
loosened or separated by the blast wave become moving,
lethal debris under the action of blast winds. These
can inteiracL with people located in their paths producing
impact casualtie.s.

People locaced in basements face similar casualty mechanisms
if windows are provided. In full basements, i.e., those without
windows and with the overhead slab at grade, impact is the primarv
casualty mechanism and is produced by the breakup and collapse of
the overhead floor systems. People can tEus be impacted as a re-
sult of being set in motion by the blast winds; by sliding, air-
borne or falling debris or some combination of these.

'mpact, blunt or penetrating, is an important casualty mech-
anism for people in the upper stories and in basements. In those
instances where thermal and prompt nuclear radiation may 'be ne-
glected (which incidentally represents a large number of practical
cases), impact is the only casualty mechanism.

In previous studies (Ref.2.1) dealing with people burvivability,
the impact problem was analyzed in two parL. First, casualties



produced by impact with floors, walls and ground surface were de-

termined. The resulting probability of survival was then modified

by introducing approximate debris effects using results from Ref. 2.2.

This approach ignores the interaction of debris and people as each
is being translated by the blast winds and is therefore only weakly
defensible. This approach considered in this study, although still

approximate, takes into account the various impacts described and
does so in a reasonably proper sequence of the event.

The objective of the effort described in this chapter was to
develop a procedure capable of determining the importance of de-
bris as a casualty producer when compared to other types of impact
experienced by people in upper stories. The emphasis is on debris
which would be produced by the breakup of external (peripheral)
walls in framed buildings. No consideration is given to window
glass fragments, furniture items, equipment or interior walls. It
is recognized that window glass, furniture, certain classes of
building equipment and debris from the breakup of interior masonry
walls can be as important in producing casualties as debris from
exterior walls. However, due to the complexity of the overall
problem it is felt that a more useful purpose is served by gaining

a clear understanding into the mechanics of people-debris interac-
tion before studying the effects of the entire spectrum of debris
sources. Debris as produced by the breakup of exterior walls was
chosen for this purpose.

The method used in predicting impact casualties is described
in the following section-. Three types of impact are-considered,

i.e., impact of debris with people, impact of people with the floor
and impact of people with the ground plane.

2.2 PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF IMPACT CASUALTIES

2.2.1 Summary of the Process

To determine the relative importance of the various categories
of impact to which people in the upper stories may be subjected
when exposed to the blast effects of nuclear weapons, the following
analysis method was adopted. The process is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.1.
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As indicated in this figure, for a given building portion and

a given distribution of people within, the procedure makes use of

stored information, i.e., a catalog of debris trajectories and a

catalog of people trajectories.

The debris trajectory catalog was generated by selecting a

set of representative debris sizes, assigning a set of initial co-

ordinates to each and computing trajectories for each piece of de-
bris at each initial coordinate. Overpressures used in the cal-

culations were for a 1 NIT weapon and ranged from 2 psi to 20 psi

in increments of 2 psi. A total of 47 debris size initial coor-

dinate combinations were used. This resulted in 470 individual

trajectories. Trajectory information stored includes time-
dependent center of gravity di.splacements, velocities and accel-

erations. Calculations were- performed using the rigid block, three-
degree of freedom model described in Chapter 3, Ref. 2.1.

By selecting various debris size-coordinate combinations from
this cataiog iL is possible to pu: together a wall (with or with-

out a window) which on failure produces the given number of debris
pieces. A fairly large number of 10 ft by 11 ft external, windowed

walls having different failure patterns and number of debris pieces

can be constructed using this set of stored information.

People trajectories were calculated by first positioning in-
dividual, simulated people at specified coordinates on a floot.

level 11 ft wide and 100 ft long. People were simulated using the

three degrees of freedom, rigid block model described in Ref. 2.1.

Each simulated person was l6aded by diffrac-tion, drag and:1ift
forces. Magnitudes of this loading were computed by modifying the

free field loading at the position of the windward wall as a func-

tion* of window area, arerture produced by the breakup of the wall
and the distance of the person from the windward wall. On this

basis 44 trajectories were calculated for each of three initial

body positions, window area and overpressure level; one trajectory
for each 2 ft Interval from the windward wall for a length of 98 ft.

The three initial body positions includLd Standing, prone (parallel
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to the direction of blast), and prone (perpendicular to the direc-

tion of blast). Window percentages were 15, 50 and 100. Overpres-

sures used were for a I MT weapon and ranged from 2 to 20 psi in

increments of 2 psi.

Since the trajectories are for individual people, this set of

calculated information allows one to define a fairly large number

of different building or room population distributions.

Referring back to Figure 2.1 the overall analysis process can

now be described in terms of a typical application illustrated in

Figure 2.2.

The process allows for the analysis of individual building -

bays. Building dita are specified by providing the following in-

formation: bay length (30 ft to 100 ft in increments of 10 ft),

floor level (story height), sill height, window percent and wall
failure overpressure. Floor to ceiling distance is taken as 10 ft,

and bay widths, II ft.'These vaues are built in the computation

process. Wall data are specifie-dby identifying a set of tc'brls
sizes and their center of gravity coordinates on the wall. People

data are specified by providing the following information: number

of people, body position, and coordinates for each person.

Designations provided by these data allow the program to iden-
tify the correct debris and people trajectories in the two data

catalogs. Respective trajectories are then compared at each time

step to determine if interactions occur. If interactions occur,

poirts of contact are determined and relative velocities between

the person and debris at the point of contact are computed. This
is done for each person and each piece of debris providing that

impact occurs within the building (bay) length. By the location

of the contact point, thre2 types of impact are identified, i.e.,

head impact, thorax-abdomen impact, lower limbs impact. Relative

velocity values for each impact and person are compared with casu-

alty criteria to establish the lc-'el of 'asualty.
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Having completed the debris interaction analysis, the process

goes to determine floor and ground plane impact velocities. These

are determined using people trajectory data. Results are compared

with casualty criteria and corresponding levels of casualty are
combined with those determi-ed for debris impact.

Probabilities of survival for individual people are determined

using the following relationships.

i=n
Sjl = i (1- ' (1)i=l

i-o
Sj2 = (I- f 2 1) (2)

i=I

i=p
Sj3 =-(l (I - f 3 1) (3)

In these equations S j, Sj2, and Sj 3 are individual probabilities
of survival of person "i" dute to debris impact, floor impact and
ground plane impact respectively. fli, f 2 i, and f3i are probabili-
ties of fatality (levels of c.-.i:ialty) corresponding to computed
impact velocities in rhe three inwict categories. Since in any

ir.act catevorv an individual can be inmacted more than once. the
index "i" L's used to keep track of the number of iri;rtcts received
in eacn case. On the basis of these relationships, the probability
of survival of person "j" with respect to the three types of im-
pae:t (k=l,3) Is determined using the following expression:

-k=3.. = ; I s k ( .4 )
-k's!.1I

The average probability of surviva" for an arbitrary individual in
a given population of "m" pern;ons becomes.

.=I -•m
L, (5)

jii
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Similarly, the total average percent survivors for a population

of "m" persons is

j=m

t- = 1 s (6)

On the basis of these equations the procedure for computing peopi2

survivability can also be expressed in matrix form as follows:

Individual Probabilities Average Total,
probabilities of survival probability average
of survival for each of survival percent
for each per- person for an survivors
son and each arbitrary
impact category individual

Impact Category

1 2 .3
Individual-

r s1 1 S 12 S13 1

2 S2 1 $22 S23 S2

j Sj1 Sj 2 Sj 3  S.j - S - St (7)

m m S m2 S ~j Sm

2.2.2 Blast Loading of Building Occupants

The loading is described in Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. In

any given room a person may be located in the shaded area, i.e.,

outside the blast jet, or in the unshaded area, i.e., within the

blast jet. Blast jet velocities, at any x-coordinate (see Figure

2.3) are assumed to vary such that they are zero at the jet bound-

ary. With this assumption, people located in shaded areas are

therefore "translation safe" as long as the windward wall remains

standing.
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Pressure-tire histories for unshaded and shaded areas in a
given room are illustrated in Figure 2.4. At time t=0, the blast
wave is at tbe face of the windward wall. At any point in the un-
shaded area the pressure is zero for the time (tI) required for
the blast wave tc transverse the distance from the windward wall
to the point considered, at which time it rises to p(tI) -cpf(t 1 ).
Coefficient "c" is a pressure reduction factor (Ref. 2.2) which
is related to the ratio of window area to the total windward wall
area of the room under cunsideration. If the wall does not fail,
the pressure varies along the dash line labeled cpf. If the wall
fails pressure follows the solid line where t 2 is the time re-
quired for the wall to fail (time to separation of the individual
debris pieces) and t 3 is the time for it to be removed. In the
demonstration problem described in Section 2.3 all walls have an
incipient collapse pressure of 2 psi. For these walls t, was as-.
sumed to range from 100 msec at 2 psi to 55 msec at 20 psi. A
constant value of 0.8 sec is used for t 2 in each case. This is
the free-fall time of a piece of debris from a height of 10 ft
(room height). At the end of time increment "t 3" the area occu-
pied by the windward wall is assumed not to provide any obstruc-
tion to the blast jet.

The pressure-time history at any point in the shaded area
is assumed as shown in Figure 2.4. Pressure is zero until the
wall fails and separation occurs, i.e., at the end of time incre-
ment t 2 . The pressure rises linearly to the free field pressure
during the time increment t 3 which is again the time required -for

the wall to be removed.

Pressure-time histories shown in Figure 2.4 are used in de-
termining the loading experienced by individual room occupants.
This consists of diffraction followed by a drag phase. An ideal-
ized diffraction loading is shown in Figure 2.5. In the drag
phase a person is subjected to drag (D) and lift (L) forces which
are computed as follows:

D = q(t) Ad(G) (8)
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L = q(t) Ai(G) (9)

where q(t) is the dynamic pressure of the flow and Ad(9) and At(Q)

are position dependent drag and lift areas which are expressed as

follows:

Ad Admin + (A xAd Amin) sin(- ) (10)

A A Amax sin(20- i) (11)

Admin, Admax and A are respectively the minimum drag area, the
maximum drag area, and the maximum lift area of the translated in-

dividual.

As indicaLed previously, the velocity in the jet varies with

room posiLion x (see Figure 2.4a) and at any x is maximum at the

centerline and zero at the jet boundary. In this analysis process

such variations were not used. At any given overpressure, the

loaiding at any point within the blast jet was assumed to be the
same, with variation shown in Figure 2.4a. In this figure

Pf- p(t) +q(t) where p(t) is the free field overpressure which
is used in the diffraction phase loading.

2.2.3 Debris Produced by the Breakup of Masonry Walls

2.2.3.1 Experimental Debris Data

The wall debris trajectories catalog described in the fol-

lowing section was assembled after a review of a number of ref-

erences including that contained in Refs. ?.3and2.4. A brief dis-

cussion of this information is given in this sectfon. Table 2.1

is a -summary of some basic experimental data on full-scale masonry

walls subjected to blast loading. A total of 19 walls are sum-

marized. Ten of these had simple beam support conditions, i.e..

simple supports top and bottom. The remaining nine were simply
supported along their four edges with corners restrained against

displacement and rotation. This information is plotted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Variation of the Number of Wall Pieces
with Overpressure and Support Conditions

The simple beam support data is the ;,,ost consistent, At low re-
flected overpressures,.(3.0 to 3.5 psi) the walls fail, producing
two large (approximately eqnal) pieces of debris. At higher re-
flected overpressures (10.0 to 10.3 psi) three pieces are produced -
witt, the third piece located at about tre center and being smaller
thin the other two pieces.

Results of walls with simple plate mounting are less consis-
tent. The data have more spread and form an envelope. Initial
crack patterns (Figures 2.7 and 2.8) resemble classic yield lines
characteristics of reinforced concrete plates.

In general, initial debris pieces are large. The number of
pieces produced increases with increased overpressure. Crack
patterns generally follow classic yield lines.
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2.2.3.2 Debris Trajectory Data

Debris trajectories were calculated for 47 debris pieces.
Each debris piece is identified by its height, width and initial
location (Xgyg) relative to a convenient reference point. The
debris selected are tabulated in Table 2.2. Their geometry and
initial location are referenced as shown in Figure 2.9. The debris
catalog allows for the assembly of a variety of different walls as
illustrated in Figure 2.10. This wall was assembled using debris
pieces 6, 31. 32, and 33. For the purpose of performing debris-
people interaction analyses, once the trajectories have been com-
puted. a wall is fully identified by the information given in
Table 2.3, which includes block number, its z-coordinate (center
of gravity). and debris designation.

The reason that the z-coordinate is missing from the debris
catalog (Table 2.2) is that the debris trajectory is a planar
(x.y) trajectory and therefore independent of the z-coordinate.
In performing debris-people interaction atalyses, the z-coordinate
becomes important, People can be randomly distributed behind a
given wall. and although the debris trajectories for a given de-
bris piece and overpressure level are identical at each z-coordi-
nate, pu'rple distributions are not.

This approach for determining debris trajectories produced
bY t.ie breakup of a wall when subjected to blast, rests on the as-
sumption that a given wall assembled from the various debris
pieces ptven in Table 2.2 wi-•1 fail along the surfaces (Ht and Wt.
see Figure 2.9) bounding tht. selected debris pieces. The debris
pieces cataloged allow for the assembly of walls having various
incipi'ýnt collapse crack patterns. Once a crack pattern has been
assumed no further breakup, is allowed.

2.3 ANALYSIS OF IMPACT CASUALTIE~S

Procedure Uescribed in tLhe previous sections was applied to

the analysis of people survivability in framed buildings when sub-
jected to the blast effects cf a single megaton range nuclear
weapon. A range of fiee fiold uverpressures from 2 psi to 20 psi

in 2 psi increments was used.
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Table 2.2

DEBRIS CATALOG

initial Position
Debris Height (H) Width (W) Weight

Designation (ft) (ft) (lbs) X ¥y
1 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 0.67
2 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 0.67
3 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 0.67
4 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 0.67
5 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 0.67

6 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 0.67
7 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 0.67
8 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 0.67
9 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 0.67

10 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 0.67

11 7.30 3.75 1040 0.33 3.50
1 3.30 9.00 1128 0.33 2.25
13 4.00 9:00 1368 0.33 1.33
14 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34
15 0.67 1.33 34 .0.33 0.34

16 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34
"17 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 0.67
18 1.33 2.00 102 0.33. 0.67
19 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 0.67
20 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34

21 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34
22 0.67 1.33 34. 0.33 0.34
23 1.33 2.00 1021 0.33 0.67
24 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 0.67
25 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 0.67

26 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34-
27 0.67 1.33 34 0.33 0.34
28 1.33 2.00 102- 0.33 0.67
29 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 0.67
30 1.33. 2.00 102 0.33 0.67

31 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 2.00
32 L.33 2.67 136 0.33 3.33
33 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 4.67
34 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 6.00
35 1.32 2.67 136 0.33 7.33
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Table 2.2 (Concl)

Debris Height Width (W) Weight Initial Position
Designation (ft) (ft) (Ibs) x Y

g,

36 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 8.67
37 1.33 2.67 136 0.33 10.00
38 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 3.33
39 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 4.67
40 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 6.00

41 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 7.33
42 1.33 2.00 102 0.33 8.67
43 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 3.33
44 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 4.67
45 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 6.00
46 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 7.33
47 1.33 1.33 68 0.33 8.67

Note: The thickness of each debris piece tabulated above
is 8 in.

Table 2.3

WALL DATA
(Sample Wall, Figure 2.10)

Z-Coordinate
Block (ona Debris Designation

1 1.33 6
2 4.00 .6
3 6.67 6
4 9.33 36

5 1.33 31
16 4.00 31

7 6.67 31
8 9.33 31

9 1.33 32
10 4.00 3211 6.67 32
12 9.33 32

13 1.33 33*
14 4.0O0 33
15 6.67 33
16 9.33 33
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'The problem considers 12, four-story buildings having iden-

tical framing systems and frame geometries. Framing systems are

assumed not to fail for this range of overpressures. Peripheral

walls consisc of masonry and in each case have an incipient col-

lapse overpressure of 2 psi. The difference between these 12
buildings is in the size of window openings and in the number and

weight of debris pieces produced when the walls collapse.

In each case the building arrangement is as shown in Figure

2.2. Story height (h) is 10 ft, bay width (w) is 11 ft and build-

ing length (9) is 100 ft. Windward and leeward walls are iden-

tical. The 12 walls are illustrated in Fi-,are 2.11 through 2.17.

They are divided into two categories by the type of windows.
Walls in the "C" category have centrally located windnws, those

in the "W" category have wide windows which span the entire width

of the wall (bay). The heavy, irregular lines shown on this set

of figures indicate fracture lines and thus delineate individual

debris pieces. Numbers along one side of each wall are debris
desig•ations (see debris catalog. Table 2.2).

It will be recalled (see Section 2.2.3) that initial debris
pieces produced by the failure of masonry walls with simple plate

supports are usually large and crack patterns geierally follow

classic yield lines (see Figures 2.7 and 2.8). These large pieces

break up when impacting the ground plane. Some of them may also

separate along weak planes while in flight if the load duration is
sufficiently long. Thus, al.though people located-close ta-a wall

may interact with the large, i.e., primary pieces, those further

away are more likely to interact with secondary debris, i.e., de-

bris broken after separation from the wall. Since the computa-

tional process used does not consider deb:i breakup after initial

separation, the following approach was used. The number of debris

pieces in each of the walls (Figures 2.11 through 2.17) represents
approximately an awvragi: betwhctrn Ih-i, number of initial and thc

number of final debris pieces.
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Figure 2.13 Assumed Crack Pattern for Wall
Breakup (Wall 5C)
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Wall 7W

36

35

34

33

32

31

6

12.5 percent Window Area

Figure 2.17 Assumed Crack Pattern for Wall Breakup (Wall 7W)

The use of regular (rectangular) debris pieces instead of ir-
regular ones ordinarily seen when walls fail, is another approxi-
nmation. It is made necessary by the two-dimensional debris
transport analysis (Chapter 3, Ref. 2.1) used in this study.

FQr this set of walls a delay time (time to separation) of
100 msec was assumed at 2 psi free field overpressure. This was
allowed to decrease linearly •such that at 20 psi the delay time
was 55 msec. It was also assumed that 0.8 sec after separation
the plane area occupied by the wall is clear. For each of the
12 buildings three separate initial body positions are considered

for building occupants. These are

a Standing
o Prone, perpendicular to the windward wall
e Prone, parallel to the windward wall
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These body positions are illustrated in Figure 2.18. This figure

also illuSLrdtes the manner in which individuals are simulated in

the analysis process. With these arrangements of individuals,

each floor of a given building holds 100 standing individuals,
64 prone-perpendicular individuals and 50 prone-parallel indi-

viduals. With 12 buildings, four story heights and three initial

body positions. 144 sets of results (curves), relating surviva-

bility to free field overpressures are possible. Thirty-six sets
of such curves (first story) are given in Figures 2.19 through

2.54. In these curves, survival percentage is related to three

categories of impact. i.e., debris, floor and ground plane im-

pact. Total survival percentage, combining the three impact

categories is also included.

In examining these figures it will be noted that survival

percentage is not necessarily a decreasing function of overpres-
sure as far as the individual impact categories are concerned.

For toral survivors it is a decreasing function except for minor
fluctuations as shown in Figure 2.20. Reasons for this are dis-

cussed next.

Referring to Figure 2.19 it will be noted that debris pro-

duces few casualties up to 5 psi, significant percent casualties

between 5 and 10 psi and moderate thereafter. The floor impact
curve follows a similar pattern. Debris casualties are produced

by debris impacting people who at the same time may be subject
to blast winds. In the range of 5 to 10 psi the dynamic pres-
sures are such that simulated people rotate and impact the floor

and are in turn impacted by debris thus resulting in more debris
casualties. At higher overpressures floor impact.is less sig-

nificant since most people are simply swept out resulting in

less interaction with debris.

The total survivors curve is a function of the other three

curves and for the most part decreases with increasing overpres-.
sure. Variations such as those in Figure 2.20 are due in part

to the assumptions inherent in the people simulation model used,

casualty criteria and numerical roundoff.
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Due to the large quantity of data generated, it is difficult
to draw conclusions from these results without recourse to syste-
matic, statistical analysis techniques. This is done in the fol-
lowing section in which 144 sets of results are analyzed.

2.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Analyses were performed on people survivability results de-
scribed in the previous section to determine the relationships be-
tween survivors and the three categories of impact to which build-
ing occupants would be subjected when exposed to the blast effects
of nuclear weapons. The first set of analyses seeks to determine
the importance of each of the three categories of impact in pro-
ducing fatality. The second seeks to establish relationships
between survivors and each impact category expressed in terms of
wall and'building parameters. These analyses and corresponding
results are described in the following paragraphs.

2.4.1 Analysis of Impact Fatalities

This section describes probabilistic analyses whose purpose
was to rank impact categories in the order of importance in pro-
ducing fatalities. The following impact categories which include
the three main categories and their combinations were considered.

D - Debris impact
F - Floor impact

G - Ground plane impact
DG - Debris plus ground plane impact
DF - Debris plus floor impact
GF - Ground plane plus floor impact ,

DFG - Debris plus floor plus ground plane impact

Other parameters considered in the analysis include three
initial body positions, four floor levels (first through fourth)
and the following set of discrete, free field overpressure levels,
i.e., 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 psi.
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For convenience, the following notation is used.

S - Survival

- Fatality

D - Debris impact is a cause of fatality

- Debris impact is not a cause of fatality

G - Ground plane impact is a cause of fatality

- Ground plane impact is not a cause of fatality

F - Floor impact is a cause of fatality

r - Floor impact is not a cause of fatality

In the light of these definitions 'and results described in the

previous section, the following probabilities are obtained.

P(5) - Probability that debris impact is not a cause
of fatality

P(F) - Probability that floor impact is not a cause
of fatality

P (U) - Probability that ground plane impact is not a
cause of fatality

Assuming that these events are independent, then the probability
of survival becomes

P(S) = P(g) P(T ) (12)

Probabilities corresponding to complementary events are:

P(D) = I - P(15)

P(F) = ,-P(r)
a - N(13)

P(9) = 1- P(S)
SP(s) 1-F(S)

With this information it is now possible to measure the probabili-
ties associated with various fatality causes. Seven such combina-

tions are possible (see Figure 2.55) and ace defined as follows.
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P(D P IS) - P(D) P(F) P(G)

P(S)

P(6 F C IS) = P(5) P(F) P(•)

P(D F G 19) = P(b) P(M) P(G)

P(D F GS ) = P(D) P(F) P(U) (14)P((4)

P(D F G 9) = P(D) P(F) P(G)
P(S)

P(D 5 G IS) = P(F) P(F) P (C)
P(S)

P(D F I = P(D) P(F) P(G)

P(9)

where

P(D P 6 S) = Probability that only debris impact is thecause of fatality given that fatality occursP(D F C ) = Probability that only floor impact is the
cause of fatality given that fatality occursP(D F G j S) = Probability that only ground plane impactis the cause of fatality given that fatality
occurs

P(D F G ) Probability that debris and floor impact arecauses of fatality given that fatality occursP(D F' G ) = Probability that debris and ground plane im-pact arecauses of fatality givin that-fatality
occurs - -

P (15 F G = Probability that floor and ground plane imoactare causes of fatality given that fatality
occurs

P(D F G I 9) = Probability that all three impact categoriesare causes of fatality given that fatality
occurs

It vill be noted that the above seven probabilities sum to thevalue of one. Hence, given the condition that fatality occursthen it will occur as a result of one of the seven combinations
of events.
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Results are presented in Table 2.4. For convenience, prob-

abilities were converted to percentages. The resulting percent

probabilities are tabulated fo. each of four story heights, and

for five discrete free field overpressure levels. These results

apply to the 12 wall types-analyzed in the previous section and

represent average (percent) probabilities of fatality for an ar-

"bitrary individual from populations as indicated in the table.

They may be interpreted as follows. Referring to the first line

in Table 2.4; given a group of 12 buildings with walls as de-

scribed previously, then for initially standing people on the

first story at the 4 psi range, the average probabilities of fa-

tality for ar. arbitrary individual against each of the seven pos-

sible impact combinations taken separately are the following.

1 Debris impact 0.012

2 Ground plane impact 0.535

3 Floor impact 0.289

4 Debris plus ground
plane impact 0.006

5 Debris plus floor
impact 0.003

6 Ground plane plus
floor impact 0.153

7 Debris plus ground
plane plus floor
impact 0.002

Total 1.000

In this-case the low debris impact probabtlity is due to the fact

that initially standing occupants are swept out of the way before

wall failure in unshaded regions and also faster than debrfs

pieces after wall failure in initially shaded regions.

2.4.2 Discussion

The purpose of the analysis performed in the previous section

was to examine people survivabili.ty results and determine relation-

ships between survivors and the three impact categories, i.e., de-

bcis, floor and ground plane impact.
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On curves included in Section 2.3, the ordinates are labeleo

as "Survivability Percentage". This label can be interpreted in

two different ways, i.e., total, average percent survivors or

percent probability of survival for an arbitrary individual from

indicated populations. Either definition is correct. Analysis

described in the previous section assumes the second definition.

This analysis identifies seven possible impact combinations

from the basic set of three and determines the probability of

fatality for each. Results are given in Table 2.4. These are

individual sets of percent probabilities (probability times one

hundred) which in each case assumes one, two or three combinations

of impacts as being fatal given that fatality occurs. However,

in each case fatality is produced by one of them. For example,

in column labeled debris impact, debris is the only fatality

cause considered and the probability of fatality is 0.012 for an

arbitrary standing individual on the first story at the 4 psi

range. In the case of debris plus floor impact the corresponding

nrobability of fatality is 0.003. In this case debriq plus floor

impact are the only fatality causes considered. Fatality is pro-

duced by debris or floor impact but not in combination. Based on

these results, the following observations are made.

For an arbitrary, initially standing individual in the set

of 12 buildings with 2 psi walls, debris poses the least threat.

The maximum probability of fatality (0.012) is for the first story

at the 4 psi range. The largest threat is due to being swept out

of the building (ground plane impact). The probability of fatal-
ity is 0.535 for the first story at 4 psi and increases only

slightly for higher stories. There is also a drop in the proba-

bility values at 8 psi followed by an increase such that at 20 psi

the probability is very nearly the same as at 4 psi. The reason

for the slight increase in probability of fatality for people on

higher StOLiCS is that most people who are swept out leave the

building at high velocities. The difference is primarily due to

those individuals who are located close to the leeward edge and

are thus swept out at lower velocities, This accounts for a small

number of people and thus the reason for the small differences in

the probabilities of fatality.
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It will be noted that at higher overpressures the probability

of fatality due to floor impact is low and decreases substantially.
Individuals are simply swept out at high velocities and thus have
a low probability of interacting with debris or the floor. This

is evident by examining the results in the column under the head-
ing of debris plus floor impact.

The reason for the decrease at 8 psi is that the mode of
translation is different at different overpressure levels. At 8 psi
the mode is such that initially standing individuals have essential-
ly an even probability of fatality due to striking the floor and
being swept out.

People initially prone and parallel to the windward wall are

only a little more susceptible to debris impact than initially

standing people. With respect to fatality these two initial body
positions produce similar results. Reasons for this are as follows.

Although an individual who is prone and parallel to the wall Ini-

tially presents an area (5.3 sq ft) to the blast which is approxi-
mately 60 percent of that presented by a standing individual (9.0
sq ft). This varies between the two extremes as he is being tumbled.

His mode of translation is also different, and although he has more

resistance to sliding, this advantage is quickly lost since in this
body position lie ib more susceptible to being tumbled, i.e., rolled

by the blast winds. Like in the case of the initially standing po-
sition, people located in unshaded areas are quickly displaced from
the path of oncoming debris with ground plane impact becoming the
major fatality cause. Although debris affects people located in
shaded areas this casualty mechanism is minor and decreases with

higher overpressures.

The situation is significantly different for people who are
initially prone and parallel to the direction of blast. In this
position the body area presented directly to the blast winds is
significantly smaller and greater resistance to sliding is provided.
Consequently the probability of fatality due to being swept out is

subrtar, tial yreduced. However since individual! are not being
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translated quickly enough they interact with debris from the fail-

ing wall. Debris impact is the major fatality cause in this case.

Thus depending on the initial body position and relative location

to the debris source, debris can be the most important fatality

cause for people in upper stories.

Individuals located on the first story have an advantage over

those on higher stories. This advantage however appears to be

quite small Although this conclusion is based on results for
framed buildings with weak walls, it should hold for stronger walls
also. in buildings with strong walls, individuals and especially

those located in shaded areas will survive longer. However once

the walls fail they will be swept out at higher velocities and thus
differences in survival between story heights should be small.

Further, in strong walled buildings debris is expected to be
a minor fatality cause for initially standing and prone individuals

located parallel to the windward walls. Individuals in unshaded
areas will be displaced prior to wall failure. When walls fail,

those in shaded areas will be displaced at high velocities thus
minimizing interaction with debris. For people prone and perpen-

dicular to windward walls, debris is expected to be a major fatality
cause though to a significantly lesser extent than in weak walled

buildings. In this case people located in unshaded areas will be

displaced prior to wall failure. Debris will affect primarily those
who are-i.tially located in shaded zones. The remainder will be

swept out.

2.4.3 Analy.dis of Impact Categories in Terms of Building Parameters

This section describes analyses performed to determine rela-
tionships between survivors and the three impact categories ex-
pressed in terms of building parameters. Analyses were performed

using three survivors percentages, i.e.. 10, 50 and 90 percent sur-

vivors; three initial body positions, i.e., standing, prone-

perpendicular to the windward wall; prone - parallel to the windward
wall; and four story levels, i.e., first, second, third and fourth.
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Each of the 12 windward walls considered p-eviously was de-

scribed in reruis of six parameters shown in Figure 2.56. These

are defined as follows:

L - Lower sill height

U - Height to upper sill

W - Width of side walls

NL - Number of debris pieces in the lower sill

NU - Number of debris pieces in the upper sill

NS - Numuer of debris pieces in the side walls

The first stepwise regression analysis performed seeks to express

the free field overpressure at each survival percentage and initial
body position in term.ý uf floor heights and wall parameters de-

scribed above.

Free field overpressures in each impact category are denoted

as follows.

D(P,B) - Overpressures associated with debris
impact survivors, psi

F(PB1 nverprescnircs associa-ed %irh floor
impact survivors, psi

G(P.B) Overpressures associated with ground
plane impact survivors, psi

r(P,B) Overpressures associated with total
survivors.

In these functions, P refers to percent survivors and takea on
val:ies of 10, 50, and 90. B refers to initial body-position and

taý.cs on values of 1, 2, and 3.

kc.,ulis of the first regression analysis are given in Table

2.5 Coefficients in this table are those corresponding to the
par.&:,Lters which were found to be significant in the analysis.

ThL. it.rwise regression procedure only includes those parameter

Val which are significantly related to each individual variable.
In ..;w table the symbol "C" corresponds to the constant value of
e;ih particular regression equation. FL refers to the floor level.

Thus, the first regression equation in row 1, Table 2.5 can be

written as follows.
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T(10,1) = 10.44 + 0.0605 NL + 0.1785 NS - 0.7390 FL, psi

Included with each equation is the correlation coefficient "R"

and the sample size "n". If ever the sample size i :er- then

of course no results are shown. Also, whenever no significant

relationship is found the symbol "NS" is listed in the correla-

tion column. To facilitate interpretation of results given in

Table 2.5, all parameters were ranked in the order of their im-
portance to the various regression equations. In each row of
Table 2.4 these parameters (L, V, W, NL, NU, NS, FL) were ranked

on the basis of their significance values. These values are ob-
tained as part of the regression analysis but are not included
in Ta'le 2.5. The ranking is given in Table 2.6.

Based on results of this regression analysis a sunmnary of
mean overpressures for the three survival percentages is given
in Table 2.7.

Table 28 list..; thferce-nt nf ohbervations on the basis of

which a given percent survivability value is determined (measured).

A zero entry indicates no observations for the particular percent
survivors. This implies that the particular condition is safe
.ith respect to survivability. Therefore the smaller the percent

the safer the condition. Table 2.8 is based on sample sizes

given in Table 2.5.

The ;econd stepwise r'ýgressioh analysis performed se:ks to
relate thE free field overpressure at each of the three _.r.ival

percentages, initial body positions and floor levels to the set'of
wall parameters defined previously.

Overpressures in each impact category are defined as follows:

G(P,B,FL) - Overpressures associated with ground
plane impact survivors

T(P,B,FL) - Overpressures associated with total
survivors
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Table 2.6

RANKING OF SIGNIFICANT PARAMETERS

Overpressure (Percent Survivors, Parameters
Body Position) L U W NL NU NS FL

T(10,1) 3 2 1
T(50,1) 2 1 3
T(90,I) 2 1

D(10,1)
D(50,1)
D(90,1) 2 1 3

F(10,1)
F(50,1) 2 1
F(90,1) 1 3 2

G(10,1) 2 1 3
G(50,1) 1
G(90,1). 3 2 1

T(1O.2) 1 3 2 4
T(50.2) 3 5 1 4 2
T(90.2) 2 3

D(1O,2) 2 1
D(50.2) 4 1 3 2
D(90,2) 1 2 3

F(10.2)
F(50,2)
F(90,2) 1 3 2

SG(10,2) 1-- 2
G(50,2) 3 2 1
C(90,2) 1

T(10,3) 1 .2 3
T(50,3) 2 3 1
T(90,3) 4 2 3 1

D(10,3)
D(50,3)
D(90,3) 3 1 2

F(1O,3) 1
F(50,3) 1 2
F(9 0 , 3 ) 1 3 2

G(1O,3) 3 2
G(50.3) 1
G(90,3)
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Table 2.7

MEAN OVERPRESSURES (psi) FOR INDICATED PERCENT SURVIVORS

Impact Initial Body Positions
Category
(Percent Standing Prone, Perpendicular Prone, Parallel

Survivors) to Windward Wall to Windward Wall

1 2 3

T(10) 9.7 7.9 9.5
T(50) 3.6 5.3 4.3
T(90) 1.9 3.5 2.4

D(10) - 10.2 -
D(50) - 5.9 7.9
D(90) 6.7 3.9 8.6

F(10) - - 10.0
F(50) 4.9 8.8
F(90) 3.4 h.0 4,0

G(00) 11.1 19.6 12.3
G(50) 5.0 7.8 5.3
G(90) 2.5 5.3 2.7

Table 2.8

PERCENT OF OBSEkVATIONS FOR INDICATED PERCENT SURVIVORS

Impact Initial Body Positions
Category
(Percent Prone Perpendicular Prone, Parallel

Survivors) Standing to Windward Wall to Windward Wall
1 2 3

T(10) 100 100 "100
T(50) 100 100 100
T(90) 100 100 100

D(10) 0 33 0
D(50) 0 100 16
D(90) 42 1?0 90

F(10) 0 0 42
F(50) 0 0 100
F(90) 100. 100 i00

G(10) 100. 13 100
G(50) 100 100 100
G(90) 100 100 100

.- . '-



In these functions, P refers to percent survivors and takes on

values of 10, 50, and 90. B refers to initial body position and

takes on values of 1, 2,- and 3. FL refers to the floor level and

takes on values of 1, 2, 3, and 4. Independent parameters used

with T(P,B,FL) include L, U, W, NL, NU, NS. Those used with
G(P,BFL) include L, V, W. Since debris and floor impacts are
independent of floor level, they are not treated as separate cate-
gories in this regression analysis. Results are given in Table
2.9. .As previously, the table includes a set of coefficients which
are significantly related to various wall parameters. Together
with the constant terms "C" they form a set of independent regres-
sion equations which relate free field overpressure at various
percent survivors, body position and floor level to significant
wall wall parameters. To facilitate interpretation of results,
wall parameters were ranked in the order of their significants to
each of these equations. Ranking results are given in Table 2.10.
Corresponding mean overpressures for three survival percentages
and four floor levels are related to the three initial body posi-

tions in Table 2.11.

2.4.4 Discussion

Analysis described in Section 2.4.1 was concerned with estab-
lishing relationships between fatality and a corresponding set of
possible impact fatality causes. This was done by considering the
wall parameters in an implicit manner. The analysis described-in
this section attempts to relate wall parameters to impact cate-
gories explicitly and on this basiL establish relationships between
impact and people survivability. As previously analyses performed
herein are based on 144 sets of results, 36 of which are given in

Section 2.3.

Table 2.6 is a tanking of significant parameters for each im-
pact category, percent survivors and initial body position. This
is based on a stepwise regression analysis (see Table 2.5) which

considered wall parameters and story heights as independent vari-

ables.
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Table 2. 11
MEAN OVERPRESSURES (PSI) FOR INDICATED PERCENT SURVIVORS

Impact Initial Body Positions
Category
(Percent Standing Prone, Perpendicular Prone, Parallel

Survivors, to Windward Wall to Windward Wall
Floor
Level) 1 2 3

i'(lO,1) 10.9 8.3 9.8
(50,1) 3.9 5.6 5.0
(90,1) 2.1 4.2 2.6
(10,2) 10.0 8.1 9.6
(50,2) 7.7 5.4 4.3
(90,2) 2.0 3.6 2.4
(10,3) Q.3 7.7 9.4
(50,3) 3.5 5.2 4.0
(90,3) 1.9 3.2 2.4
(10,4) 8.7 7.5 9.3
(50,4) 3.4 5.0 3.8
(90.4) 1.6 3.0 2.3

G(10,1) 11.7 19.7 13.2
(50,1) 6.5 C.3 6.2
(90,1) 2.7 6.3 3.1
(10,2) 11.3 19.7 12.5
(50,2) 5.0 7.9 5.6
(90,2) 2.5 5.5 2.7
(10.3) 11.0 19.4 12.0
(50,3) 4.5 7.7 .5.0
(90,3) 2.4 4.9 2.5
(10.4) 10.6 19.4 11.7
(50.4) 4.1 7.4- 4.6
(90.4) 2.3 4.4 2.4

tL will be noted that debris is fairly insignificant for

initially standing individuals and for people initially prone-
parallel. In all three cases there are no observations for 10
and 50 percent survivors. For initially standing individuals
the significant parameters are related to wall geometry and not
to the number of debris pieces. -In the case of prone-parallel
indi.viduals the most significant parameters (NL and NS) are re-
lated to debris. Since these parameters• enter the equation, then
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people in shaded areas interact with debris/ The extent to which

this interaction is significant relative to other impact cate-

gories cannot be determined from this analysis alone. This aspect

of the problem was treated in the previous section and results are

given in Table 2.4.

People prone and perpendicular to the windward wall are most

susceptible to debris. This body position provides the least drag
area and the largest resistance to sliding. Since parameters such

as NL, NU AND NS are significant, then people in shaded and un-

shaded areas are not moved out fast enough and therefore interact
with debris. Again, the extent to which this interaction contri-
butes to fatality can ge gauged from results given in Table 2.4.

Although wall parameters are significant in cases of debris
and floor impact, it will be noted that floor level (FL) is the
most significant parameter for total survivors, i.e., with respect

to all three impact categories.

Table 2.7 lists mean free field overpressure levels for three
survivors percentages and 12 body positions. These were obtained
from the regression analysis whose results are given in Table 2.5.
Results given in Table 2.7 may be viewed as representing 12 four-
story buildings with 2 psi walls. The walls are described in
Appendix A. In these results story height is an implicit parameter.

As far as total survivors are concerned, the second-body po-

sition, i.e., prone-perpendicular provide-s- the best protection of
the three. However when walls. fail, this body position is the most
susceptible to debris effects. Debris is least important for ini-

tially standing individuals.

The second regression analysis considers wall parameters as
dependent variables. In this case floor level is treated as an

explicit independent variable together with percent survivors and
initial body position. While the first regression analysis treats

the 12 buildings as a whole, the second separates results by floor
level in addition to percent survivors and initial body position.
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Rczult of the regres;sion analysis are given in Table 2.9, the
ranking of significant parameters in Table 2.10. Results are for

total and ground plane impact survivors. Since debris and flo.,r
impact are independent of story height these results are not in-

cluded.

In the case of ground plane impact, i.e., translation and

sweeping out, the significant parameters are width of side walls
and sill height and mostly in that order. For total survivors

debris p3-ameters (NL and NS) dominate results. At each floor
level and a given initial body position the significant parameters-
are essentially the same.

Table 2.11 lists mean free field overpressure levels for three
survival percentages and three initial body positions. These were
obtained from the regression atialysis results given in Table 2.9.

These results are similar to those given in Table 2.7 except that
in this case story heights are explicitly considered. It will be
noted that as for as ground plane impact is concerned, mean over-
pressures don't change drastically from the first to the fourth
story. As observed previously, differences that exist are due
mostly to those people who are located close to the leeward side
of the building and are swept out at low velocities. The remainder
are swept out at sufficiently high velocities'such that story
height at high overpressures is no longer an important parameter.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS AND-RECOMM•ENDATIONS
. The problem of assessing and separating impact casualties in

a blast environment or predicting debris-people interaction, is
a complex problem. Self-contained procedures capable of analyzing
this problem in all of its generality do not exist. The procedure

described in this chapter is a first attempt at the problem and
as such contains a number of gross approximations. These are due

to lack of available information and restrictions imposed by the

size and complexity of rhe problem. The following is noted.
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In this process, debris-people interaction is treated ap-
proximately. When impact between an individual and debris occurs,
the trajectories of the two impacting bodies are assumed not to

change as a result of it. Also, their relative velocity is taken
as a measure of induced trauma. In those instances where the
relative velocity is sufficient to produce fatality, this approx-
mation is certainly acceptable. In those, where the relative ve-

locity is such that only minor injuries are produced it is also

acceptable since trajectories are not expected to change very much.

For values between these extremes unacceptable errors may occur.

However, a great deal depends on how wide or how narrow this
range is. Since debris sizes considered in this process are large,

and translational velocities high, then the range between survival
and fatality is in all probability very narrow and therefore the

approximation made is considered to be acceptable in the light of

other assumptions.

It will be noted that although more refined models exist, the

people simulation model and the corresponding blast loading rou-

tine used are fairly crude. The major reason for using these

rather than more refined models is due to the size of the resulting

computer program. 2oth in programming and computer running times
such a task was well beyond thi scope of this study. Also, although

the "articulated man" simulation model is operational, at the pre-
sent time it lacks a workable casualty estimation routine. A fair-

ly extensive casualty data review -effort is -required before such
a routine can be developed. Since the current casualty criterion

is based exclusively on impact velocities, the use of-these crude

models is considered acceptable.

This procedure for the analysis of impact casualties is an

operational computer program. Although it contains a fair number
of approximations, it admits of more detail and is considered to

be more accurate than any other similar procedure available at

this time. From the debris catalog stored in this program (Table
2.2) it is possible to assemble a fairly large variety of masonry

walls having different fracture patterns and incipient collapse
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overpressures, Indivijuals can be fairly randomly distributed.In its present form this computer program can be used for the an-alysis of a variety of different framed buildings for the purposeof determining people survivability and assessing the effeýctivenessof different modes of evasive action. It is recommended that thiscomputer program be utilized for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 3

CLASSIFICATION OF SHELTER SPACES

3.]1 INTROT'UCTION

This chapter discusses the feasibility of developing a classi-

fication system for Conventional buildings in terms of best avail-

able shelter space, relative to thu prompt effects of nuclear

weapons.

Results are presented of a regression analysis used to rank
a number of building parameters and thus determine their signifi-

cance in contributing to people survivability. Resulting regres-
sion analysis equations were then used to generate a table of re-

sults relating free field overpressure to people survivability in
terms of six building parameters. This table forms a basic clas-

*. sification system for framed buildings.

It is concluded that a-general classification system is feasi-
ble and can be developed. However, for it to be usable at any
civil defense level, the effort should be preceded by a field
data analysis study. Its purpose would be to categorize all sig-

nificant building parameters and to establish the significance-of

their variability on the final results, i.e., people survivability,

.. 3.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In order to provide for the safety of the population in the
case of an emergency, the ci•til defense planner requires knowledge
on best available shelter space in his comnmunity. Conventional

-buildings constitute the only significant, current sheltering re-
source. Each of them possesses some level of inherent ability

in providing protection not only against the effects of nuclear
weapons but also against natural disasters such as tornados, hurri-

canes, and earthquakes. It is therefore important to have reliable
and readily usable knowledge in their protective capabilities and

on the possible types of evasive ertion that can be taken by per-

sonnel so as to gain full advantage of these capabilities in an

emergency situation.
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What is needed is a simple, reliable building classification

and rating system that can be quickly and effectively used at any

civil defense level for the purpose of classifying individual

buildings in accordance with their overall protective capabilities

and for the rating of the various spaces within them using an easy

to apply rating procedure. Such a system should have the follow-

ing attributes. It should be reliable, be easy to understand and

apply, and should require the use of only the most commonly avail-

able building parameters as descriptors.

One way to develop a classification system for a given cate-

gory of buildings is to perform a series of analyses in which all

relevant building parameters art appropriately varied over their

respective ranges. This would result in a set of people surviva-

bility estimates for various modes of evasive action. Results

could then be grouped in terms of appropriate building parameter
categories and cast in the form of nomographs, curves and/or tables

for ready use. This approach to the problem is discussed in the

following section in which a simplified classification system for

fra'. ,,d _•i i .. ial; 1. . L'c,_,vv, i "" ' d.

3.3 CLASSIFICATION OF SHELTER SPACES IN FRAMED BUILDINGS

Table 3.1 is a set of free field overpressure levels for three

survivors percentages (90, 50, 10) and two initial body positions,

i.e., standing and prone. Results in the table include the follow-

ing casualty mechanisms produced by the direct-effects of a single

megaton range (I MTl) nuclear weapon, i.e., thermal radiation, prompt

nuclear radi at ion and three categories of impact-debris, floor and

gro,,r ' plane impact. Results were produced usirng regression analy-.

sis ,-quations. These were developed using a set of results gener-

ated by the usc of the HI'ILDINGS computer program described in

Appendix A of thi.; rpor't. Dvbri.; survivaoilitv data used are

those for three walls (1C, 2C ,nd! 5MC) k s.cribed in the previous chap-

ter. Values in this tablic wore roundod to the nearest, whole number.

'Tiev apply to fraot 1 1)u i It! in': atidt! r L" e xepressed in t etm. of six

bu ilding parameters.
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Table 3. 1
PEOPLE SU'RVIVABSILITY IN UPPER STORIES OF FRAMED BUiLDINCS(Overpressures for 90 percent Survivors. Initially Standing People)
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WS Exterior w-Al strength (incipient collapse over-
pres•mre), psi

AP - Aperture (window) percent

SH - Sill height, ft

FL - Floc- level (story height)

BL - Building length, dimension parallel to the direc-
tion of blast, ft

DW - Distance to the first interior wnli, dimension
parallel to the direction of bla.:t, ft

The strength of interior walls was taken as I psi for all cases

considered.

Results given in Table 3.1 can be used for classifying periph-

eral spaces in framed buildings in terms of the six builting param-

eters. For example, on the first story of a 70-ft long building,

with a distance to the first interior wall of 30 ft, exterior wall

strength of • psi, interior wall strength of 1 psi, 25 percent

windows and a 1-ft sill; 90 percent of initially prone people are

expected to survive at 8 psi. In the same building And ,n the

same story, 90 percent of initially standing people are expected

to survive at 5 psi. Corresponding values for 50 percent survivors

are 10 psi and 8 psi, and for 10 percent survivors, 13 psi and

10 psi.

Regression analysis equations used in generating these results

are given in Table 3.2. Numerical values (without parentheses) are

coefficients which are associated with the various building param-

eters. Parameter "C" refers to the constfirt terms. For example,

using these results the equation for free field overpressure at

which 10 percent of initially standing individuals are expected to

survive is written down as follows:

S(IO) 6.40 + 0.0191 AP - 0.7570 FL - 0.0150 DW

+ 0.1955 S11 + 6.21Mq WS + 0.0083 (SH)(WS)

4 0.0049 (PA)(WS) - 0.0042 (SI)(PA), psi

In addition to the six building parameters, several combinations

were used as indicated. Only those parameters which were found to

be significant in the stepwise regression analysis are listed in
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this table. For example, BL (building length) was found to be

not significant for S(1O) or S(90); Sh (sill height) was found to

be not significant for P(1O), P(50), and P(90), etc. The level

of significance of the various parameters listed is indicated by

the numbers in parentheses. These are statistical "F"* values

and their magnitudes indicate the levels of significance of asso-

ciated parameters and parameter combinations. A ranking of build-

ing parameters based on the F values is given in Table 3.3. These

are individual rankings for each of the six equations. It will

bt- noted that story hl.ight: (FL) is the most significant parameter

in three of the equations. Wall, strength (WS) is shown to be most

significant iti only one of them. This however is somewhat mislead-

ing .ince WS is also u.lSd in two cO-:biMnations, i.e., (SH)(WS) and

(PAl) '4W The l..vrer ,tramo.tor is fairly significant in all six

equations.

In addition to par:i,.,ete.t coefficients and F values, Table 3.2

also contain. the corivlaion. cocfficients "R" and the standard

errors "S", which can :AIso he viewed as the standard deviations

',a'/rin:.,. unitt; oi psi Sin,'e th, siZCe of the sample used in genera-

Ling thott- equ'itions wa.ds sufficiently large, magnitudes of S ob-

,,in.,,! rufIlet. on thC: variability inherent in the analysis proce-

duJre. a!; currently formulated.

3.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Referring to Table 3.1, it will be noted that although this

table has potential for applications, it also has a serio-is draw-

back. Out of six building parameters used, five are simple measure-

ments which can be quickly estimated to any degree of accuracy..

however, the sixth parameter, i.e., wall strength, is diffiCult

to estimate except by highly experienced personnel. This mnplies

to interior and exterior walls. Wall strength is not a coMMT~iy
available parameter. Because c: this, Table I.1 woul! be di -

ficult to use except on a research level.

F test for equality of variances.
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Table 3.3

RANKING OF BUILDING PARAMETERS

Overpressure
at Indicated
SuPercent . BL AP FL DW SH WS (SH)(WS) (PA)(WS) (SH)(PA)Survivors, psi

S - Standing
P - Prone

S(1O) - 6 1 4 7 3 8 2 5

P(IO) 4 2 1 - - 5 - 3 -

S(50) 9 8 4 3 5 7 6 1 2-
P(50) 5 2 1 - - - 4 3 -

S(90) - 5 7 1 4 8 6 3 2
P(90) 8 6 3 5 - 1 4 2 7

There are several oLher significant drawbacks -o a classifica-
tion sysren developmnent ipproach which is not backed by a field
data analysis effort. These are the following.

Table 3.1 was capable of being constructed because large

framed buildings are for the most part quite uniform. Framing
systems form regular grids. The strength of a framed building lo-
cated in the Mach region of a nuclfar weapon is for the most part
dipendent on the structural integrity of peripheral walls and the
primary structure. For a given building these are generally quite
uniform. Such uniformity is not usually found in combination
framed and load-bearing buildings. Consequently a comparable table
for this class of buildings and one which includes all relevant
parameters is extremely difficult to construct at this time. Also,
there is the previously mentioned problem of the strength of ex-

terior aad interior walls.

Basement spaces present a higher order of complexity. The
class of possible overhead floor systems is large and the incipient
collapse overpressure is not a commonly available parameter.
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The development of 'a building classification system for best

available shklter 'space should be preceded by a field data analysis

effort. This should consider a sufficiently large and statistical-

ly valid sample of buildings, with each building adequately de-
scribed in terms of geometry, structural system, types of struc-

tural members, connections, nonstructural components, and material
properties. The sample should be broken down into subsamples in

terms of all relevant descriptors. For example, steel framed build-

in~gs, arching wall buildings, wall types, etc. The field data an-

alysis effort would seek to establish the following relationships.

* The influence of the variability of construction
on strength

e The influence of the variability in material
properties on strength

* The influence of observation and measurement
errors in field data on strength

# The influence of all such. variat ions on people
survivability results'

Such information would be used to eliminate all insignificant
building parameers and provide the basis for ranking the remain-

ing parameters in the order of significance. It would also pro-
vide the basis for constructing statistical distributions for
variois parameter classes. On this basis it would be possible to
express survivability in terms of wall type (built-in masonry
wall for examptle) rather than explicitly in terms of wall strength
as was done in Table 3.1. -he objective would be to eliminete ex-
plicit parameters such as wall strength, which are difficult-to
- •determine, and to express them implicitly in terms of parameters
which are commonly available. We believe that this is possible.

At the presenr time DCPA has a statistically valid sample of
219 buildings described in terms of numerous relevant parameter
categories (Re. 3.2). Fifty of these buildings have been ana-
lyzed (Ref. 3.3) and a preliminary classification system has been
formulated. In, addition, Ref. 3.4 contains some sensitivity re-
sults on the behavior of walls. It is recommended that a study
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be initiated which would analyze 'the available field data so as togenerate the information necessary for the development of a build-ing classification and rating, system. Such a study is believed tobe timely, feasible and capable of producing usable results.
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CHAPTER 4

Fl *NCTION LOSS ANALYSIS
OF AIN EMERGENC. OPERATING CENTER.

Th is chapter desciribes the makeup and functions of Emergency

Ope r a ci n Cenrturs (EOC's) and prcsents the results of an analysis

which tw.a. ctondticttd o'n an existing F.OC to determine its "function

l~t'.s" an~d people sur-vivabi.Iity when subjected to the direct ef-

fvccs of a single megat Ln -range nuclear w~eapon.

4. 1 CHARACTERISTICS OF EMERGENC:Y OPERATING CENTERS

4. 1.1 1 111nctis o f EU s

The fUn~t ions (lkfs. 4.1 thirough 4.4) of state or local EOC's

art! soritO or all of thlt fol lowing.-

* ,'uccipt. ind di ssominati on of w-,arninv. and warnfin in-
Struct i (nls

0 Dir-ect ionl ano., coni ro I of emerge.nvy operations of thle
p411 t i :i I jurisd iLL ion, including. i-novtcnct by peop.l~e

h I ci ~ inof rhit, slie teir sv stvm ur;pera-
L i oil of emenr,.Vn, t, SCUViV ~csSUCh as police%, fire,
Public wo'rks aind livalth mvedical.
Ma int enalwct ofI tcntacr Wit SLb supprt. EOC 's for coor- __

di blat i~ 01 ol Int-l-r'ency act iv it ivs wi thin a political
jur i sd1i t ion , it Ih nlei ghbor ing jur -isd ict ions , ind

wijth othjer Ilvvel~s of government. Contact woul d al so
ho maintained withi any mfi litar-y un~ts a.;signed to
-;lj~jlfw it he govurnment concerned.

-e (:41ivt-Lt ix-n, colit i t oi, and analdIyis of 1-ad iat ion

* 1 Prev I~isll oif cine(.i v , eny information and instruct i t'ns

to the, ptil) I i c andl to nolwoihvcrivwn t torrganJ i .It ions

e I s so.ia iivv.if pt 1 1ic i v s on t!e VueS o f re s our ces , i n
SomeW instances ex1)(.-d i ing, ro~c ul-es Lo thle point of
livedcI, and rcqtlle:4i 1W.15 asi salt~ 1 Cl~ 01 ot her I eve 1s of
yitr~el o .pt ted Iivt r ivts of reVSon1,C r cs ad

jWioV iSitDc id' st-v Ices Lo vvmct t'r emvl lveds.

0 Floss jul ii~Ia~rC~f~lll coininit5 , adit aIt la;ter timPes,
thv p ri i ainim i (A. re Sc i r cf.'s ,ii iv~ Jviný 'ws Iattemvn t s
of res ource' rt-q i rem('ntLs and tilt mik ing ofI s im:p I

pr ' R~1fldot .r' 0 tllfvl i ow;.



In the event of an emergency an EOC i., anned by a staff :!on-

sisting of support personnel and department heads of pertinent

local government departments, e.g., mayor or town (village) mana-

ger, police chief, fire chief, manager of health services, etc.

Local emergency measures are coordinated and put into effezt by

these people on the basis of existing contingency plans. The ex-

ecutive head of rb. I.rticular government, usuaLly with his civil

defense director acting as coordinator, directs emergency operations.

4.1.2 Types of EOC's

EOC's are divided into two categories, i.e., qualified and

interim. Qualified EUC's are those which met the basic functional

requirements stipulated in pertinent "fcderal civil defense guides"

(see Refs. 4.1 through 4.6). Interim EOC's are those which met

some or none of these requirements.

Qualified EOC's are divided into two types, i.e., primary and

support. The types and number of each type required depends on

thr natrure and O.'rple:-it. of the (,'u'r._flcv function-s to he per-

formed. This in turn depends on the size, geography, population

distribution and other characteristics of the particular juris-

dicticn.

Primary EOC -- A facility with fallout protection (mini-
mum PF = 100) and ti.e necessary staff and communications
from which essentially all emergencv functions are di-
rected and c7,ntrolled by the principal officials of the
go1vernment. A state EOC would be in this category.

Sipport EOC -- A facility with fallout protection (mini-
:num I'F - I00) and the necessary staff and communications
to provide direction and control for one or more emer-
,ency functions. For example, "police, fire or public

w,,rks engineering. If properly organized, equipped and
staffed, the Support EOC could serve is an alternate
to the Primary EOC shouid it become inoperable.

4.1.3 Basic Elements and Requir.meuneas for Quailif;ed EOC's

"[Tle basic el-emients of -in EtC iC L:tzh.

(1) Fallout radiation protection

(2) Trained personnel to carry out essential functions
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(3) Communications and warning capabilitien

(4) Necessary equipment and supplies.

Requirements associated with each of these elements are described

next.

The primary nuclear weapon induced hazard that is considered

in the design of new EOC's and the refurbishing of existing build-

ings to serve as EOC's is fallout radiation although hardening

to direct effects has been incorporated recently. Minimum accept-

able protection factor (PF) is 100. This is achieved in a variety

of ways, not all of them necessarily structural.

Recommended sizes of trained personnel staffs are discussed

in Ref. 4.4. The staff size is used as a guide in determining

gross floor area requirements. Eighty-five square feet p-r per-

son is considered adequate. The minimum is 50 sq ft per person.

For municipalities and countieq of more than 300,000 population,

special determinations of staff sizes are made.

A separate communications area is a requirement for a quali-

fied EOC. Depending on the type of EOC, i.e., primary or support,

it may contain all or some of the following communications and

warning systems..

* State police radio

* Sheriff's department radio

* Citizens band radio

* Loral government radio

a Local police radio -

* Local fire department radio

* Standard telephone

The associated RX/TX (receiver/transmitter) may be located on the

site or elsewhere. If located elsewhere a remote access is pro-

vided in the EOC.

There is no special provision as to the specific types of

communication equipment required. A great deal depends In the

function of the particular EOC and what the local municipality

feels that it requires for its particular needs.
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Other systems and equipment required by a qualified EOC in-

cludes power, fuel supply, emergency lighting, water supply, fil-

ters, heating, ventilation, sanitation and miscellaneous items.

Since commercial electric power might be knocked out, an en-

gine generator is to be included. Engine generator set(s) should

have the capacity to operate the following systems as a minimum:

a Ventilation and heating system(s)

e Lighting systems

a Water supply systems

@ Sewage ejectors (if required)

.-. o Communicatitons and warning equipment

* Other EOC equipment, as determined essential

Engines can be either water- or air-corled. Fuel storage facili-
ties should be fire-safe and provide for at least a 14-day opera-

tion at full loaJ. Supply of fuel through standard underground

distribution mai|;s i. not c'oosiderled reliable.

Emeriencv ,.wn.ratrors may 1', Itocared ir -;ide or outside the

EOC. If locACted outside, the generator need not be protected
against fallout radiat ion. Protection against local weather con-

ditiions is requi red.

lPotable watL.r', essential fhr an EOC, may be obtained from an

adjacent well, undevirund storage tanks, trapped water available
in the building, its.l , or water stort-d in drums. utoff valves

are required in Lthe delivery system. Capacity of water storage
is based on a mlifinim, of 10 gallons pt-r day per person for drink-

ing, sanitary porpos•s, plus any requlirements for mechanical

equipment.
Where tnatur;al vnt tilati,,n is nt10 sufficient, a mechanical

ventilation systvm capab)le of inaintlaining conditions necesslrv

for (toutin uL,,S ,.s1-;1Li(tl is Lt, et. providvd. At ieast 15 ,-fm

of circulatcd air 1-t-r pe'rson should be provided, of which 5 cfm

should be fresh air. Desirably, tht, environment in occupied

slpcs; should I-.,- k.•pt it 75'V l" ! .'M0 percent relative h1tr~di-itv.
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Filters to protect against entry of radioactive fallout are

required. Outside air should pass through filters of-the type

normally used in commercial ventilation systems.
I

It .is recommended that a qualified shelter analyst be re-

tained in determining fallout protection requirements.

4.1.4 Structural Characteristics of Qualified EOC's

From a structural point of view it is very difficult to speak

of a typical EOC. An EOC may be in a new building, a port -on of
which has been specifically designed for this purpose, or a refur-
bished, older existing building. Such buildings generally house

also the local police department, sheriff's office, fire depart-

ment or some other pertinent, local government department. Build-

ings are designed to effectively meet the essential functions at

least cost. A typical structural system cannot be readily iden-

tified. However, judging by current construction practices it can

be safely assumed that new buildings in most local municipblities
will have one or two stories. Most will not have full basements.

ýYhen bnsements are proviled, a reinforced concrete foundation wall

will most likely exist. It is not expected to extend beyond the

ground surface. Structural systems may include the following:

light steel frame, light:- oncrete frame, flat plate system, load
bearing or some combination of these. Since concrete or clay
masonry still produce the cheapest general purpose wall, a great

deal of masonry, both for ekterior walls and interior partitions,

is expecteid. Since the cu-rrent trend is to large window argas,

windows on the order of 30 to 50 percent of gross wall area are

expected in upper portions butnt i n areas 'housing EOC's. Open
web joists and precast concrete units are expected to dominate

roof systems. Floors over the EOC's are expected to be of rein-

forced concrete. Cast-in-place flat plates and precast '!Flexicore'

type units are :2xpected to be very common.
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Older buildings converted to EOC's are expected to provide

a brodd class of different structural systems. Apparently a

large number of such EOC's exist. The Illinois State EOC is

located in an old "waterworks" building which was refurbished as

an LOC.

4.1.5 Interim EOC's

As mentioned previously, in addition to qualified EOC's there

exist so-called interim EOC's which include those failing to qual-

ify in one or several of the requirements described previously.

There is a large number of these. For example, in the eight north-
east counties of Illinois there are 60 DCPA accredited co;mnunities

of 5000 or more population. Of these, 20 have qualified EOC's, the

remaining 40 have interim EOC's (Ref. 4.9).

4.1.6 Vulnerable Components of EOC's

In the light of the previously described functions of an EOC,

its vulnerable components can be categorized as follows.

(1) Building or enclosure

(2) Staff (people)

(3) Communication systems

(4) Life suppolt systems

This tabulation is not necessarily in the order of impq!rtance of
the various functions to an EOC. Subcomponents of these cate-

gories are given in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

The principal components of an EOC are communication systems

and people. If people become casualties while the communications

system is still operable, it is conceivable that in some communi-
ties a backup staff may he available to man communications. If
(;nly the commuoic•tions system lis damaged, the sittation may he

more serious since a vital function has been eliminated. Situa-

tions can be concct.e-d where people and communications systems

are of equal importance.

Casualties in an EOC can arise due to prompt effects of nu-

clear weapons, direct effects of natural hazards and secondary

e f effects.
4-
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Prompt effects of.nuclear weapons include:

r Prompt nuclpar radiation

* Blast effects

- Translation and impact due to the high velocity
winds entering the EOC

- impacts with debris from the breakup of the EOC
structure

For thv range of overpressure of interest, I to 15 psi, primary
blast is not a problem. Also, since few direct apertures are ex-
pected, thermal radiation is not expected to be a problem.

NJaural haz•.rds such as earthquakes, local storms, hurricanes
or tornadoos will produce primarily impact casualties as a result

_of buil ing mtictns and debris. In some regions floods may be -

dominant.

S Scecondary casualty effects may be produced by failout radia-
tion, postevenit fires, loss of food and water stores. In the

light of primiir-y, efft-Lb the possilble loss of food and water stores
,is C,11cidvred ,J- vV,'.-;S condarv.

DiJ:.a,:e ti, the cc-.'r:,nications system (see Figure 4.2) can be
pr.t,.'.ct'd :- r ,,,•.tIt of the .11 .wini; failures.

me.r~-diL'ny kc';'e.r - - Emergencv generators can he located with-
in an -OC or outside. Special hardening provisions are not ex-
pected to be included. An engine generator will cease to function

when it is moved off its supports, experiences damage to its
leads, or irnternal ,'or,,ponents and loss of cooling capacity. This
can be proUc'tCed by dubris, blast wintds.or both. Loss oC-fuel sup-
ply due to rupture of containers or supply lines will also elimi-
nate its f-.ction until fuel can be restored. -. Loss of power can
also re!;ult due to br.)ken leads at the junction box to the build-
ing or within. Loss of emergency power, unless backup generators
or batteries are provided, will make the communications system

inoptrab lc.

Comninunicafti on.; .s' -- Ot her causes or commin i car ions sv s-

t erii lcs; ear, be due to d;i Tgic);c to L.hc control cons.ole , transmitter/

receiver, internal and external wi ring, jtunctinn boxes,
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connections, antenna and antenna tower. F.gure 4.2 illustrates

a representative, though not necessarily typical, communications

system. Power is provided to the control console and the TX/RX.
Should damage be inflicted to the generator or its leads, the

svystt.,-e would be inoperable. The system would also be inoperable

if TX RX was eliminated, or the leads from TX/RX to the tower were

severely damaged. This scheme has one redundancy, i.e., the re-

mote a;cces.s console. Should this be damaged, the main console

cT.d still bV used or vice versa. In typical situations such a

redun.lancy miay or may not exist. Damage to, or total destruction
'-f, the a•i•t.nna is not necessarily fatal. Makeshift or substitute

antennas :•iv be used to bring the system up to some fraction of

irs .- ipacitv provided that other components are opcrable.

rlNjjr causvs of damage, aside from EMP, will be due to struc-

tural failure, debris and high velocity winds. In relation to

such failures four lt evels of structural response can be identified:

(1) Mi nor structural damage

(2) Modeiate structural damage

( !) M i r I- t:'tt ttra da':':•Pt,

4-) Totoal collapse

Vhet.n blast oiverpressures are such that an EOC incurs only

m inor or no structural damage, associated building motions in-

curced by the blast impact arc capable of displacing unattached

equipment which may impact hard surfaces. All such dropped

equipment will experience some damage. This will include pulled

cords, damaged wires and cracked consoles. Solid state equip-
ment should incur trivial damage. Vacuum tube equipment is sub-

ject to breakage of tubes or having them pop out of their sockets.
A great deal of such damage can be eliminated by making an ef-

fort tu secure (not recessarily shock-isolate) all loose equip-

ment. At this level of structural responne the probability of

communication syst.em survival is high.

When blast overpressures are such that an EOC structure ex-

periences moderate damage_, i.e. , failed entranceways, yielded but

not collapsed structural conmponents; damage can be produced by
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associated dynamic pressures entering the EOC. Unattached equip-

went will be blown off and will experience impact damage as de-

scribed previously. In.this case other unattached equipment such

as chairs, tables, ashtrays, etc. can become damage-producing

missiles, For overpressures of interest, much of this damage can

also be eliminated by securing all necessary equipment and person-

nel and removing all secondary equipment. At this level of struc-

"tural response the probability of communications system survival

can be moderately high.

The blast environment which produces major damage to the EOC
structure is also capable of producing major damage to communica-
t ions equipment. Major structural damage would include partially

cllapsed walls and/or overhead slabs and entranceways. In this

instance damage will be produced by gradual structural collapse,

loose debris and blast winds. S'ince electrical leads pass through

wails and/or ceilings, the collapse of these components can pull

out and/or break such leads. This however is not a hard and fast

rule. Cahlint, can pull out during the gradual collapse of a wall

without causing maeor damage to the wiring system. Also, since
structural members are generally not of equal strength, the col-

lapse will bi randtm and not complete. At this level of struc-

tural response the probability of communications system survival
is ex'pected ti, he mcoderately low. In some cases repairs may be

poss i ble.

When an EUC experiences total collapse, i.e., when no st-ruc-

tural member remains on its origt'nal supports, the probability-.

is very high that the communications system will.he tonally ellm-

inated. C .

4.2 FUNCTION L.SS AND PEOPLE SURVIVABILITY ANALYSIS
OF AN EXISTING; EOC(

4.2.1 Building Dhescription

The Police Administration and Public. Safery Iuh Iding ana-

lyzed heviein is located in tlo vi liage m;ill which ik arla-

tively large, park-like area that contains several other municipal

buildings. A site plan fur this building Is shIown in Figure 4.3.
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The building is a two-story, combination load-bearing and

steel frame structure. It is rectangular and encloses approximate-

ly 13,400 sq ft of floor space. The four elevation views are shown

in Figures 4.4'and 4.5. The main (front) entrance is located on

the east side (see Figure 4.4a) and leads directly into the upper

level. The upper level houses the police department; its adminis-

trative offices, communications center, squad' room, interrogation
rooms, prisoner cells, etc. A plan view of the upper level is not

included herein. The lower level contains the EOC, garage, mechan-

ical equipment room and pistol range. $

An elevation, section, view through the building is shown in

Figure 4.6. As shown in this figore, the roof system consists of

open web steel joists supported on steel columns and peripheral walls.

It is overlaid with cedar shakes. Exterior walls consist of hollow

concrete masonry overlaid with face brick and or face stone. Inte-

rior partitions in the upper level are of concrete masonry and hol-

low metal construction. It will be noted that the lower level is

partially below grade and partially exposed. It is essentially ful-

ly expose(d along the west elevation (Figure 4.4h) and partially ex-

posed along the north elevation (Figure 4 .5a).

The floor system ovcr the luwer level is not at grade-. The

reinforce'l concrete iR/C) foundation wall on which it is supported

along three sides ex.ten-4s apprcximately I ft-2 in. past the ground

surface along the south elevation, 6 ft along the north elevation,

I ft-3 in. along the east elevation and 6 ft along the north por-

tion of the west elevation. Its thickness varies. It is 14 in.

thick alomn- the south elevation, 9.5 in. al~nhg the north and west

-elevations.,. and 1? in . along the east elevation. Wghen extending

beyond the ground surface, the thickness of the foundation wall is

reduced by approximatelv 4.5'.16. to accommodate a stone or brick

facing. A typical section through the foundation wall and the lower

Ilevel ,,verhoad fllor system is shown In Frigurt 4.7. "rhL. Floor sys-

tc.'n over the loer,.- !4v" l c(onslsts' f r"f Jlr4, P1't1tl'f'C'-; COMtlt ' Ute

uiits ident.ltl ied by tiLt, tr.Ltdc name of SA. (.•E-E . flb'hv a i- all

4(0 in. wide. Two thEicknosses,.6 irl. and 10 in. w%,re' tustd in this

building. A typical unit is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Concrete Topping

/ --7-5/8"

.3-1/211
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7 -112 10

* \._.. Precast ConcreteUnit
(SPANCRETE)

" . ~0110;"

Figuret4 4.7 Section at South Wall First Floor

The units are also shown in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b which are two

views of the garage. Figure 4.8a is a west view and also shows

a civil defense emergency vehicle. Figure 4.8i is an east view

of the same garage. The door on the extreme left (Figure 4.8b)

leads to the EOC. The wall containing this door is of R/C. The

other, larger door Leads to the mechanical .equipm'ent room. "

The lower level plan is shown in Figure 4.9. The area desig-
nated for civil defense (EOC) purposes is shown shaded. Room

designations are given in lable 4.1. Partitions in the lower level.

are mostly Of unreinforced conrete nfasonry. Two R/C walls sepa-

rating the EOC from the garage aren are provided (Figure 4.9).

These are onlyJ lightly reinforced. boors leading into the EOC

are of standard hollow metal construction.
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Figure 4.8 Garage Interior
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Table 4.1

LOWER LEVEL AREA DESIGNATIONS (Ref. 4.7)

Room Designation

101 Stair No. 1
102* Corridor
103 Security Garage
104 Garage
105 Bicycle Storage
106 Mechanical Equipment Room
107-` Civil Defense Office
108* Civil Defense Communications
109-11 Women's Toilet
110* Men's Toilet
ill* Civil Defense Kitchen
112* Photography Laboratory
113* Executive Office
114* Electrical Center
115* Training Room
116* Janittcr Closet
117 Vestibule
118 Control Room

.119 Pistol Range
120 St. ragt.

Civil Defense Area Rooms

Figure 4.10 shows tne framing system for the lower level.

Member sizes are indiceted., Spancrete units designated by letters

A through D span as shown. Their sizes and ultimate flexural

capacities for -a un-f-orr._-oad are given in Table 4.2. In this

table under 'Type', the first number refers to strand cover which

in all four types is 0.75 in. The next set of numbers refers to

the thickness of the given unit. The A unit is 6 in. thick,

while the other three are 10 In. thick. The next number refers

to strand diameter in number of sixteenths of an inch. Thus A

/ and 8 units have 4/16 In. prest,'essed strand diameters, wnile C

and 1) have 6/16 io. strand diarnters. The last digits refer to

the number of strands. used. Units A and C have 8 and 12 strands

respectively, B and D have l0 strands. Prestressing strands con-

sist of seven helically wound high strenith wires, ASTM AS2-b6.
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1*1

They have an ultimate strength of 250,0 00 psi and are stressed to

V ~65 percent of capaciry. Also under 'Type' in Table 4.2, 'T' indi-
"cates that a minimum of 2 in. of structural topping concreie is
required with these units. Flexural capacity given was computed

on the basis of increased thickness. &he ultimate compressive

strength of concrete used, in the precast units is 4,000 psi. The

units contain no shear reinforcement.

Table 4.2

SPANCRETE UNIT DESIGNATION (Ref. 4.8)

Symbol Feua aaiy(
(See Figure 4.8) Tye Flxra.Cpacity (H

A 0.75-6408T 11.11

B 0.75-10410T 21.86

C C.75-10612T 54.97

D) 0.75-10610T 46.47

* -t.' uLiimaLC. Lt:fpiL5ssivc sLrent~fh of the concrete used for

the ft-undation w~all, iiaterior RIC walls, etc., is given as
3,000 psi (Ref. 4.7). Ultimate strength of structural steel is

taken as 36 ksi (AST, A36). Types of masonry used in the building

are described as feo1ows:

v Fijce Brick - ASTM C 216-66,-Grade SM, Type FSIS,
- "Fine Art Velour",j 8 x 3.75 x2.25 in.

e Concrete masonry -Hollow load-hearing uttits ASTM
C90-66T, Type 1.
Solid load-bearing units ASTM
C145-66T, Type I

RooT Construction:

* Cedar shakes
e 2-in. lightweightm in.sulating concrete

* 718 In. depth corrugated mltal dock 24 ga
(vmninintum three spaik)

o Open wcet steel Jois ts , 20M,0 and 20115
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4.?.2 Emere, ncy Operatinfg Center

The EOC is located 17- the lower level as shown in Figure 4.9
and occupies 1785 sq ft of floor space. As far as fallout radia-

tion protection is concerned, it is effectively isolated and has
a protectiLon factor of over 100. No deliberate blast protection

was included in the design. The EOC was designed to operate sep-

arately from the upper level. Thus its life support and communi-

cation Svystms are separate fro-m that of the upper level and op-

eC"tt, uLSil._' c,,nvent i oal ptVoen under aormal conditions, and

.'l'c.V p:..'utr ..hen normal power fails."

An emergency power generated (35 KV Diesel, water cooled,
Ref. 4.)) is loc;ated outsid, the EOG as shown in Figures 4.3

and 4.9. It is :it vradv and is fastened to a R/C slab. Aside
from conventiona[ sheet metal, shielding ordinarily used for

exteraally located equip-ment, deliberate blast protection iq

provided. .Fuv supply is located as shown in Figure 4.3.

C(,'mmm t ia ,. C',' iuipj'Lent contained in the pillice portion of

thiis hui Idi .'.-ii L the I'olleuin. :

(I) L.UL;, d " jh11 " raldii'

(2) L,'cal 'il'e lhtdpirt n&nt radl o

LS) I.)' I w • • n ,t'".ent fre'ulni'y radio
(4) Cii r i Z C1-1 S ) AIIt1 , 1111 t ) radio

(5) State .Police radio receliver

(#) shr,1:iff's depardrm'nt. radiv receiver

At the pni, .en : i ru? onl7"si-lote of this eqfuipment has been dupini -

cated in tohe EI)C. In the near future the entire sv;item is ex-
pectLvd to ,e up ili',ite~d. .. .

"The .ani tnna _t )wer (on which a local government and a tvit.i-

zens band antenna i.s locat ud) is approxim.it Iv 1V5 ft ta.ll :ni•,

is lt c;., ed a:s indicatt,.d in V ,igurt.; 4.'3, 4.14 tiod 4.9 An',-.:r:a:.;

wtLr, : ii ,,. ilIi "'vi h:.? and tolp:qy ,rii!'iatelv ;V 1a)' ,FYJ h wind. Nx-

iii r'l ,ijt.'nna;,; .ire v not pr'viM .hed at, t ht. pr.l-czt, I im bllt are
in lhe budge'.t fill- tn ? co'mi.n., yOMar
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A view of t0e cOmmunications room is shown in Figure 4.11a.

It will be noted that communication equipment; consoles, micro-

phones, etc. is simply located on the shelves and not attached

in any manner.

A view of the EOC kitchen is shown in Figure 4.11b. This

photograph provides a description of typical masonry wall construc-

ition, susptLided ceilinig system and air supply registers.

4.2.3 Blast kespt~nst- Analysis

A blast-st'ut'turte rtsponse analysis was performed on the sub-

ject building with the purpise Ef determining:

& the prt,bahilirv of function loss for the EOC

6 survivahiliLy Elf people loc'ated in selected portions
of the lower level which co)ntains the EOC

As describtd in the previous section of this chapter, the

upper porti,,n ot thiis building cons:ists of load-hearing walls and

a Ii gbht int erit-1 . e.l Ifram:. It has, on. the average, 30 percentt

winh.w openin.,s. !:t:riLr .m.•stonry walls have an estimated resis-
t;l" *. t h "l :.it r•;:! . ,," • .i 'li ::1. ,|1 .0 ;*a|I n.| L , t h rrh6 ' I'i '..t f .? to

3 psi, the ctmrunlc':ivn system in the upper level is expected

t, ot~sL. i*.s functi,,n ithn to high veltleity winds and debris from

the breat,,p of lit, u I ddi ni: and ctontents. This will also bring

down exterio-r electritcal lines and fail the antenna.

Resistarac', c.ip'c'itivs of selected lower level walls are

given ill, I 4.3. "Il . i-r lIcition is as designated in-Figure
4.12. Ninhtrs e i vii In iith is table 'are free-field failure over-

pressut'res. lhtbst, ar. i' ppi 1p.r boulnd vdIuts and will hold as long

as thi ind i • ated hi titltd y cti'ndll( t are ;IrL mIiaiat Itianed. !,es i st allwe
(';Ir).lt'f it t'. hei' '.rhi.ad I l,-ir svA. ,'-n ;Ire :J v'n in T.ih e 4.4.

'.i~rr(':, mti~l lir|.' ,i ,,I. ,, l . •J,3 j{ 1  lic ,' .Ipn') /i ant. ;ilkt; incldii;itoil in

;:I( ;( w •. I . ", ': t. IIrt tr a' :;1ir. .1 II , :, ,'? Iw 'V 1 i 1

".;.-,l¢", in ,, oXX ,ii / I to w.a s ,ill i lk (? f:ai . if .i :'a!i:..alt ] I

: ".i11 f~i ' Aa ,-. V I B O.,P-..
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a. Communications Room
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b. EOC.Kitchen

Figure 4.11 EOC Interior
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Table 4.'

OVERHEAD FLOOR SYSTEM FAILURE OVERPRESSURES

Estimated
Number Description Free Field Failure

Overpressure, psi

102 EOC Corridor 25.0

103 Security Garage 4.0

104 Garage 2.0

105 Bicycle Storage 5.8

106 Mechanical Equipment Room 13.5

107 Civil Defense Office 13.5

108 Civil Defense Communications 13.5
109 Women's Toilet 13.5

110 Men's Toilet 13.5

Ill Civil Defeuse Kitchen 25.0

112 Photography Laboratory 25.0

113 Executive Office 13.5

114 Electrical Center 13.5
1-1.5Trainiir;L K',.oo• -. 0

116 Janitor Closet 25.0

117 Vestibule 7.5

"1I8 Control Room 7.5

119 Pistol Range 7.5

120 Storage 7.5

- The strength of the floor system over the main garage area

is dictated by the strength of the wall containing the garage

doors. This is expected to fail at about 1.2 psi. When this

happens the majority of the floor over the garage will come down

and will thus preclude the use of the emergency vehicles should

they be located within.

The wall enclosing the mechanical equipment room (wall 5,

Figure 4.12) is expected to fail at about 1.7 psi. The estimated

probability of mechanical equipment function loss is 10 percent at

this overpressure level. At 2.5 psi this wall is expected to fail
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L a La tr.p hica11 v The wall directly opposite to it (wall 3, Fig-

ure 4.12) will be at. the point of incipient collapse. The failure

of these two walls will also bring dowm a portion of the overhead

floor system. Mechanical equipment is expected to he badly damaged.

Function loss is estimated to be 9) percent at 2.5 psi.

The antenna is expected to be lost at 2.2 psi. However, since

an emergency antenna can be implemented, function loss is estimated

at 10 percent.

H.llow metal doors leading into the EOC are expected to fail

and collapse at about 2.5 psi. Since the door leading into the

communiciations room (roors 108, Figure 4.12) opens inward, it pro-

vides no resistance to the associated blast winds. Communications

equipment is unsupported and will most probably be blown off the

shelves and tables. Tile probability of conmmunications system func-

tiun loss at 2.5 psi is ustimated at 50 percent.

Eme rg ency powvr is 'expected to be .lost at about 3 psi due to

rupture of the fuoel line Ionnection leading to the generator which

i.-; !rca,'ed o,,lts id. i ua.-Ohi,.lded, l', .h1-:l,Ii vy o;f fur-tio,, !,oss

at this overpressure is estimated at 90 percent.

The p.,plt, survivab ility analysis is based on the assumption

that peopl.: are uniforimly distributed in all EOC rooms including

room 119, i.e., the pistol range. rimary casualty mechanisms con-

sidered Include diebris and trans;lation due to blast winds. Result s

of tht, analysis art: 1s:n,,iar'iztd in figure 4.A3.

4. j THE EMP PRORILEM

/ " I~nde, Lhe prýnr le pop 'iVrcuIncs a sigiii.ftcaiit portilon of the

energy re leased durnini, , nilc ear dtetonation can he made to appear

as ,]n ElfectroiMarinietic Pulse (hence, EMI') havit•l. the same frtqueqln-

cies eir tiavevI ngths as , e h I ,mpl:,yc.d bv% most of (oil" c',r1MI)V r ia ' 1

rad it. and mi lit ary sy.item t.,ui iuwnt
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Two unique properties of EMP are of crucial significance --

its extremely great "killing range", EMP being capable of dis-

abling electrical and electronic systems as far as 3000 miles from

the site of the detonation; and the fact that EMP can cause severe

disruption and sometimes damage when other prompt weapon effects

such as nuclear radiation, blast, thermal radiation, dust and de-

bris are all absent at the location of interest. This means that

a high-yield nuclear weapon, burst above the atmosphere, could be
used to knock out improperly designed electrical and electronic

systems over a large area of the earth's surface without doing any

other significant damage. The range of EMP is greatly diminished

if the weapon is detonated within the atmosphere..

A typical high-level, high-altitude nuclear burst can produce
an EMP which if about ten million times stronger than all the elec-

trical fields in a typical metropolitan area. The voltages and

currents induced in conductors by the EMP can burn out equipment

and compunents or cause temporary malfunctions. SemiconducEors

are much more susceptible to EMP than vacuum tubes.

4.3.1 Communications

The facility's communicati-ns systems are extremely vulner-
able to EMP because no EMP pro.2ction has been incorporated. There

is no all-encompassing metal shield, therefore the transmitters,

receivers, coaxial cables, power cables, etc. are subject to having

large voltages and currents induced into them from the EMP. In

addition. the transmirting and receiving antennas can -pick up -

large amounts of EMP energy which can be fed directly to the

transmitters and receivers. :Special filzcrs in the antenna trans

mission lines could prevent this part of the problem. Since most
of the facility's communications equipment uses semiconductors

rather than vacuum tubes, the system is very susceptible to

antenna-coupled E.MP energy.
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4.3.2 60 Hz Electrical Power

Most of the 60 Hz electrical power system is less susceptible

to EMP than the communications system. However, even such items

as the generator could be damaged if enough energy is coupled

into it.

For the electrical power system, the cables are subject to

high EMP-induced voltages and currents. Semiconductor control

elements are extremely susceptible to damage. Relays are less so,

but can have their contacts welded or burned out by EMP energy.

For example, the ;utomatic change-over relay, which automatically

shifts input power from commercial power lines to the standby diesel

generator, is subject to all the EMP energy picked up by the commer-

cial lines. Since the amount of EM? energy picked up is a function

of line length, the long lines between the facility and the com-

mercial generating station can collect great amounts of energy.

4.3.3 Life Surport

The life support items, such as ". iter and sewage lines, air

intakes and exhausts, gas lines, etc. are also subject to EMP. If

conductive, they can gather EMP energy and conduct it to sensitive

equipment.

4.3.4 Telephone and Purglar Alarm Lines

The telephone lines enter-the building through conduit. Cir-

cuit pr,,tection is provided by the telephone c.-mpany primarily to

guard against the effects of lighting. Ungrounided or poorly-grounded

conduit can permit EMP to he coupled to sensitive equipment. The

lightning protection circuitry may or may not provide sufficient

EMP protection.

The bung.lar alarm lines also enter tile building through con-

duit but ro EMP protection devices are provided; therefore, these

lines are also sujt.'t to EMP pickup.
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4.4 PROTECTION DESIGN ALTERNATIVES TO MINIMIZE EMP DAMAGE

The performance of civil defense mission responsibilities by

the typical emergency operating center depends on continuous

availability of electrical power (whether from the utility company

or the emergency diesei generator) to operate essential com-
munication equipment. With the present electrical and communica-

tion system arrangement, the operational survivability probability

after exposure to a nuclear detonation (assuming that equipment
survives blast effects) is quite low. The utility electrical ser-
vice will most likely cease. Normally operated communication

transceivers (police equipment) which are of recent, solid state
design will undoubtedly sustain EMP damage. Available

civil defense communications e4uipment is of the vacuum tube de-
sign which is inherently less vulnerable to EMP damage and has a

higher probability of survival. Incoming telephone lines are con-
nected to carbon surge arrestors to protcct circuitry from tran-

sient voltages induced by lightning. .lthough response times of
normally employed lightning arrestors are not fast enough to limit

Lhy peak voltagc that can be expected from EMP to the lightning
design breakdown voltage, some mcasure of protection will be
realized. Whether this protection is adequate cannot be ascer-

tained without appropriate tests.

Since telephone lines are provided with surge arrestors which
may be adequate to meet the level of protection desired for- such a

facility as this, no reference to telephone-rines will b2 made in

the discussion on E`4P protection.

To Increase the probabiili'° of "operational survivability of

the facility, three practical alternatives of varying levels of

protection are available. The first involves the incorporation
of a shielded shelter and protection components (surge arrestors

and filters): thc use of surge. arrestors, filters and disconnect
switches Is the second alternative. The third makes use of lust

prottctin 'tcomponents.
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4.4.1 First Design Alternative

The first alternative which employs the use of a shielded

shelter (room) offers the highest level of EM? protection practi-

cal for this facility. The shielded shelter which could be

installed in the existing lower level communication room or

other suitable area would be used to house all conmmunication trans-

ceivers. Within this enclosed shielded environment, the trans-

ceivers will be much less vulnerable to EMP. For the shielded

room to be effective, all cables (antenna, electrical power and

control) entering or leaving the shielded room should be connected

to properly installed protection components, surge arrestors and

filters. Surge arrestors (amplitude limit) and filters (frequency

limit) serve to attenuate any EMP that is coupled on these cables

to tolerable levels, Also, shielded room apertures, doors and

air vents must be designed so as to ma'-tain electrical continuity

and not dtgrade the shielding performance. With the proper treat-

S/ ment of cables and shielded room apertures, a shielded environment

is achieved in which the probability of survival of transceivers

is increased by orders of magnitude over the present arrangement.

Survivability of communication transceivers is of no mission

value if electrical power is not available for their operation.

Therefore the Increase in probability of transceiver survivability

should be matched by an increase in survivability of the 60 Hz

power-system. Survf-vahil.ity of the 60 liz power system from EMP

can significantly he increased by the effective installation of

surge arrestors and filters on the pri.mary side of the utility

input transformer.

The protection design alteri,,itive just outlined provides the

best probability of survival that can practically be considered

(relative to economy and facility mission) for the facility.
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4.4.2 Design Alternative Two

Wheccas ia the first alternative a volume of protected space

was provided to protect communication transceivers, the second al-

ternative is to protect all or selected transceivers individually.

Protection of individual transceivers would involve the use of

surge arrestors and filters on entry cables (antenna and electri-

cal power) to prevent conduction of collected EMP to sensitive

circuit components. This protection could take the form of junc-

tion boxes, containing the necessary protection components, prop-

erly adapted to transceiver connectors.

In addition to surge arrestors and filters, suitable antenna

disconnect switches caa be provided so that if an attack alert is

* given, switches of selected transceivers (those not being used to

carry out necessary communications) can be opened to minimize
Scoupling of antenna collected EMP.

* The 60 Hz electrical power system under Alternative Two would

also employ surge arrestor/filters on all input lines (transformer
primary side) to minimize damage to sensitive circuit components.
As with the antenna disconnect switches, if an attack alert is

given, an additional. measure of protection can be provided by the

use of a suitable disconnect switch (possibly the use of surge

arrestors also) at the utility feeder pole. Upon receipt of an

attack alert, the procedure followed would be to open the discon-

nect switch at the feeder pole and switch to diesel generator power.

With the opening of the disconnect switch aL the feeder pole, the

"facility's electrical system is Isolated from the public~utility

network which can be a large collector of EMP energy. Thus, with

the proper use of surge arresý'ors, filters and disconnect switches,

probability of operational survivability Is significantly increased

over the present existing system copfigurations.

4.4.3 Design Alternative Three

The third alternative eaiploys the use of surge arrestors and

filters as in the sec•nd protection alte•'haItive but delete.- the

use of disconnect switches. This arrangement offers somewhat of
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a lesser probability of operational survival than the second al-

ternative because of disconnect switch deletion. However, this

second alternative protection advantage only e.cists because a

warning prior to an attack is assumed which provides the necessary

time to open disconnect switches. The validity of such an assump-

tion is a matter of conjecture and given scenario. As a result,

if no warning is given, alternatives two and three offer the same

probability of operational survivldn)li'y. The best apprach to

the EMP problem is to a!same no warning and make the EMP protec-

tion design scenario in' epenuent.

4.4.4 Lightning Aspe(ts

The incoming tullLhone l ifles incorporate standard telephone

company lightning protection devices. It is assumed that the com-

mercial. 60 Hz power lines are similarly protected as standard prac-

tice by the utility ccm-iyany. "l'h diesel emergency generator does

vot require lightnin. protect'ion since its power lines are short

and will not pick up rmuch cnry

Lightni ni protection shotld hb incorporated into the norenns

bV" it iI| tL a1 t ,* E .10 d; l, ,.'1 .r ilt'v gl'ounded p'oper'ly to the

earth and that spark-y ap type l i.itning arrestors are instal led at

points where ante nnas ct'1onecrt to their transmission lines.

4.5 CONCI.IS IONS AND !:E'OI.MXNDAIIONS

(I) The typical police administration and public service

building that was chosern is a wel l designed and -d very -f-unct'fon-

al structure for the purpose kin-tended. The EOC is located in

the lower level and both ph-ysically and functionally it is fairly

well isolated. If fallout radiation is the primary and only

threat then this EOC should perform its function with a high

degree of confid ence. Ihoweuer, when it concerns hl.i;r this struc-

ture is expected to provide very little protection as',.i.sussed

previou.ly ai id ilw; rat 1d in Fi/mit., 4. 1 i. A bh ildti ing c'once'pt in

which the bast ment is p.irtia! lv eilow and partiatlv a•ovo gra d

if a vtry poor clhoice f or M ;.ast vnvirontment, It is t".pceially

poor ift the wall onne lminm, thf he (vic-,d port ion of lit. lower lecl I
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is weak. In this particular case the wall enclosing the exposed

portion of the lower level contains five overhead garage doors.

These, by the nature of their construction are very weak when sub-

Sjected to blast pressures. Had the basement been designed to be

entirely below grade the situation could have been greatly improved.

The lower level exposure along the west elevation (Figure

4.4b) is the major weakness of this structure. Very little can be

done at this time to enhance its strength without resorting to a

major building retrofit effort. One approacl would be to replace

masonry walls 3, b , 5, 11 and 12 (see Figure 3.12) with R/C walls,

and replace the three doors leading into the EOC with more sub-

stantial, blast resistant doors. It .wotuld also be necessary to
increase the strength of the floor system over room 115 (see Fig-

ure 4.12) by cutting the span, provide protection for emergency

power, secure all communications equipment, remove the suspended

ceiling, and provide an emergency antenna. This is obviously a

costly undertaking.

In a crisis period the survivability of this EOC may be some-
what enh/mnced by providing baffles in the entrance area, securing

c ~ ui:-•r!u;;ic~j. ls c.,1 ip.;v.:'.t rt.-oving the ,Llspendeý ceii iing, pr'(v i ding
an enclosure for emergency power and obtaining a backup antenna.
It may also be useful to cut the span length of the overhead sys-
ten !n room 115 hy the use of timber beams and columns. These

measures will help in extending the communications function though

nort necessarily the lafe support system. The bapic problem is that

this EOC has too many-structural weaknessei for any hastily imple-

merited measures to he very effective.

(2) -There are many areas in which rella b"le Informatfon is re-

quired for the planning, of effective civil defensc options in a
crisis period. Tw it',;isic areas Include EOC'.s and personnel shel-

Lter%. For O)L .f r|if(tIlinig the conlt inn itty o ,ovf go rnent and

cuinmunl ity the c[viv dt-..fn.,se p lnlanner iwt'i,,l k, kno-, h:'- v;ich of the

EM'S In III' S 11ir I S c'..jpected ti) ft(nct "In a"lnd .4Url'Vivti when expose":

to a |)o'0:l;14° ;'tit r " ac'C!,nd1ition. At tht. ,im , t1':c f-r s|iv j)Urp',Si
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"of savihig liveb, he needs to know what shelter spaces exist in

his area and what their life saving capabilities are. The problem

of classifying shelter spaces in terms of their life saving poten-

tial has been considered. At the present time, at least basic

information on the protective capabilities of conventicnal build-

ings is available. Some of this is discussed in the preceding

chapter of this rer,-.rt. When it concerns EOC's, parallel informa-

tion does not exist. This EOC is the first to be analvzed in any

detail relative to orompt effects of nuclear weapons.

The. civil defense planner at any level knows, or at least has

acres_ to, information as ,o what functions EOC's in his area are

capable of performing, what equipment they contain and what leve.1

of fallout protection existF in each. He has no knowledge on hcw

long and how effectively these EOC s will function when subjected

t c direct effects produced by nuclear weapons. Without such in-

f,,r-nation it is- extremcly difficult to plan and assign functions to

tho various EOC's without Introducing costly redundancy in the sys-

t,'- "; a v.'h,. . There ... i r, :i n,.e f,." technical tridnilC r,'in;1 c

4.,'

e pr.dictinu tht. survivability of EOC s when subjected
to a I'a lao ( f nu1LI ear weapion environments

* providine! hasic information on how existing EOC's can
be strenigthened (retroitted) in a crisis period at
little or no cost.

* providi' i in-iftlr'fld. ion oil how EJC's C.111 he designed
'Ind P lUilMCn-nt. i':,p Ir'm'nt d soi that functtional survival
to s.,mt, ;act''ptrabl lev,.I is ;Isstred.

Pvfrt, guid;ine i1in an,'.,' ,n of these areas can he developed it is

tur opiniln thhat .a field survey of ox.i.sting EOC s I l reqistired. The

purpotse of such a survey w.0uld he to establish the characteristirs

oI e;;i.t i n', E "s , I i.v. , Itiructur al iparameters, lift st' pl,,rt e, qulp-

fli'lit , (4 ,tTMt1t1Ill ;,Of i,.*ln ; ,'4ttti lm 'nlic , stall I t1 i('11411S. (h(i't I i '. r,..,sIt .4

,,! %I'1 ,d SUI~i'W V I •,v 'i' ,V: 1 *ildb• ', t4.111l ca;l iuid.mce in U,101 64

J.lhi" lthi '" are.'.i (.il he d e i'' ,,pI'd.
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The field survey should consider approximately 100 EOC's

appr,.priately distributed in, and representing each DCPA region.

Data collected should include the following categories.

EOC EVALUATION DATA REQUIREMENTS

(I) General Information

Location of facility in which EOC is housed

Date built

Typ. o)f facility (police station, fire depart-"lent FO , etc.)

Single -r dual purpose

Loc ition tif E)C in facility (baskment, upper
stories)

Number of stories in facility

Fallout pronection factor

(2) Building Vicinity

A sketch (plan view) describing the inmediate
site ,ill which the EOC Is located. This should
inclhude pertinent neighboring buildings, types
and plan di s': i (ills: ,, c .'Lt :; t."l:lt c'n:l ho. thr otld
. ', t " ,, '.L :.: 1. ; Z.-t re •,s , etC. , and separa-
L i onl d i staIC't..

NuiMhr of .ttt-ri, es and average height ptr sttory

k'lal of Iinarvnt hulildnig (appropriately dimen-
; tned wit h .,aj,," hut I dl ng ncomponents i dent C Ifed).

i'Plan .i C (.ipprolprlatelv. di.-mens Ioiid' wit i, ma--- -

i' SI l'il( C t(1,1 1. Op()llt, flt' I ~Ith'lt-i fi ed)
Kl+ va-t ion vicw.,s (drawnlngs and plht, ,'r lphs)

ov. I. I if -ad. I. r. "" .,I S y t

C * €. , " C

('I) .)t i'oti tur.dl

si,11*i'ta. ' ,gd ,, i4 I l' ;[' .~m dllut )l , Vl t. :, ill I~i;et'.I

- C
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Reinforced concrete members (beams and columns):
sizes, spans, support conditions, reinforcement
ratios

Steel members (open web joists, beams, columns):
sizes, hpans, support conditions, steel types

Walls (exterior and interior): materials, sizes,
thicknesses, hollow or solid, reinforcement ra-
tios, support conditions

Doors (overhead or standard, eKterior or interior):
materials, sizes, thicknesses, hollow or sclid,
is door window provided': If standard, indicate
if the door opens in or out.

Typvei of suspended ceilings in EOC area

(5) Emergency Power

Location of unit(s) (indicate on plan sketch or
drawing)

Type of unit (size, capacity, trade name, de-
scription)
Supports I-nunting) - nuhber of bolts, bolt size
and spacing. Indicate if shock-isolated. -

l.o atiton Of fuel supply (indicate on plan sketch
or d Y. •

j .0' I. f! '*, ; ,, .. :1'! fil,., deii vc'". !'. t 1 i.'M.

(6) co,tniltinica(tion a~tS rnd L..';r'itil n• Syst-em

Pro'vide a sketch of thet communivations network
suIt)vri.,,?j.ptd on the EOC floior p)lan and site plan
it' apiplivablv. Include a list of communication
systems, i.e., local police radio, citizens band
radio, etc,

Identifv and dc..cribe the physical unIts and
Indircate 'Ii,1t.tig 'ond itionis,

D 'escribe' antetlill1l anid ilnhtenlnta tower.

(1) iAft, utpport system's

Provl de .i skctth oif thv mIjlor ct'omorii t.-Ints of e i, k-
trc .11, v'IIt i llt Ion, wat.r stipp lIY tld salnitat i(II

.v.•t -. i l.ivrll' ,st-d %i In ht E ft)( l'is 'or pl iii andi
clviiIt r ,, I I,, i ' 0.," I t. ' if Jl ic. I C le' Rrit'l Iv die-

si r ' ho t!ht. "bn's lI .i 1 l it.• (W-Itur stt, '.t ,

t;anks, tI tc..) anlI 1h11lr loc.-t I on,
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Much of the information indicated above will be available

in the regional offices for qualified EOC's. However such infor-

mation may not be complete for ýhe following reasons.

* In cases where an EOC is part of an older building,
necessary information on the parent building may
not be available in the regional office.

o Many of the EOC's were constructed some time ago,
and since then changes could have been implemented
which may or may not be reflected in the original
p lans.

a In cases where the major components df the communi-
cation system are located in buildings other than the
EOC, information on these buildings may not be avail-
able in the regional office.

For these reasons, and probably othcrs can be cited, a field data

collection effort is not only desirable but necessary.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF A FALLOUT SHELTER
AGAINST THE DIRECT EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to determine how much direct

effects protection is provided by a 50-person, gable roof shelter

primarily designed for fallout protection. This analysis focuses

on how the structure succeeds or fails to withstand the effects

of blast. An estimate of occupant survivability is made on this

basis. Direct effects of a single megaton range weapon are as-

sumed.

5.2 SHELTER DESCRIPTION

The shelter (Figures 5.1 and 5.2 (Ref. 5.1) is approximately
49 ft long, 19 ft wide and 12 ft high. It is of wood framed

construction with sloping rafters supported on a center ridge
beam and at ground level. The actual floor elevation is 2 ft
below grade. Ventilation is provided by a stack type vent at the
rear. The shelter was designed mainly for the long range effects
of :'adioaCLiVe failout. Ea th ,mounding on the shelter and a sand-
bag or concrete block wall in front of the door provide the neces-

sary shielding.

5.3 ANALYSIS ASSIUMPTIONS

Since the shelter is closed and mounded, thermal radiation
is not expected tc, produce casbalties. Also, since the structure
is. expecLed to fail at low overpressures and we are a8alin, Vith

a megaton range weapon, prompt nuclear radiation is nor expected
to be a significant casualty producer. :These effects arc. there-

fore neglected. Effects considered include diffractic.n and drag
loading on the structure, dynamic pre:isure and debris (from the

breakup of the .4trircture) on the shelter •ct'ctipnts-

In analyzing the shelter with r:-'gard ro the significant in-
direct blast effct.s . ,:t r0w1ur4- intei.rity oft" th,. sahelter

becomes important. Structurally the sh(iltir was dfosf:n(,d with
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commonly used allowable stresses. These often provide large fac-

tors of safety against failure. Any extra stresses produced by

the blast will have to be absorbed by the difference between the

allowable stress and the maximum or rupture stress of the material.

The shelter is mostly a timber structure. This makes the de-

termination of maximum stresses hard to obtain since wood has

widely varying properties dependent on moisture, defects, type

of wood, locality, etc. Pine is the most likely type of wood to

be used. Southern pines were suggested for the construction of

the shelter and are also assumed in this analysis. (It should be

noted though, that Southern pines are stronger chan most other

types of pine; lower values will be obtained with substitution

of other pines.) Failure values for Southern pine were obtaioed
from material handbooks (Refs. 5.2 through 5.5). Samples that

were green (moist) with defects were used for a lower bound, and

samples that were clear (no defects) ard dry were used for an up-

per bound. Chances are the wood actually used will not be at

either extreme, but rather somwhere in between. Therefore, an

average value based on the two extremes was used in this analysi3

Table 5 1).

5.4 ANALYTIC PROCEDURE AND STRUCTURE RESPOPSE

The first step followed was to obtain an idea of the order

of failure of individual structural members. To this end, pri-
nary members were each.analyzed to determine overpressures that

they could withstane assuming none of the supporting members fail.-

This is good for a irst approximation which is later modified to

account for iupporting members.

For the initial step in the analysis the following members

and modes of failure were Investigated. Rafters failing in bend-
ing and longitudinal shear, columns buckling and crushing, ridge

bemn failillg in hending, rafter notch failing in cnmpression and
front ;.nd back walls failing in longitudinal shear and hending.
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Table 5. 1

ULTIMATE STRENGTH VALUES FOR SOUTHERN PINE, PSI

Compression Compression Shear

Bending Parallel Perpendicular Parallel
to I to to

the Grain the Grain the Grain

Lower Limit

Full size, green
with ordinary
defects 4600 3300 440 360

"Upper Limit

Small, dry,
- clear specimens 13750 7650 1075 1350

Average Value 9175 5475 760 855

Simple strength of materials relationships were employed such

as the flexure formula, horizontal or longtudinal shear formula,
Hank iisnn's forri.ul, (f,-r "n r .r ;it nr'i)., : .1", s!, ,-.x I -

umn equation for buckling. All the maximum wood stresses were in-

creased 25 percent to account for the alility of wood to absorb

impact. Significant dead loads were considered, and values ob-
rained were expressed in terms of maximum free field overpressure.

Because the air intake vent has an area of approximately

10 sq-ft, pressure is capable of building up wi-thin the shelter

during the passage of the blast. wave. Using -results from Ref. 5.6,

- this influence on the response of the structure conssidere'd was

considered. Table 5.2 lists faiflure o'verpressures for individual

members.

Now it is necessary to look at the resu.l ts in terms; of people

surviv;hbility, rem 'mbw r"ing t hat tim; t o C t. he n ichvr I i:; It Id in

Table 5.2 interact with each other. Tit( shelter is intact. and all
occupan t:s are safe up to 3. 5 p-:i whr-n t1, dtoor faiji.; ir, (lt -xure,

blowing into the shelter.
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Table 5.2

FAILURE OVERPRESSURES FOR INDIVIDUAL SHELTER COMPONENTS

Member Failure Overpressure

Door (bending) 3-1/2

Notch in Rafters (compression) 5

Rafters (bending) 6
Columns (buckling) 8-1/2

Rafters (longitudinal shear) 8-1/2

Side Wall (bending) 68-1/2
Side Wall (longitudinal shear) '6 10

Ridge Beam (bending) 12

Rafters (secondary failure, bending) 13

Debris effects initiate, objects or people may be translated (Fig-

ure 5.3a) and first casualties are expected.

Compression failure of the rater notch is not significant
since rafters are expected to fail at 6 psi. They are expected to
fail in flexure at midspan, collapse and leave relatively small
areas along the sidewalls as indicated in Figure 5.3b. Figure
5:3c illustrates the assumed final state of the structure indi-
cating secondary failures produced at approximately 12 psi.

5.5 PEOPLE SURVIVABILITY LSTIMATE

From these three primary failurejmodes. i.e.. door, initial
rafter-fail-ure, and secondary rafter failure an estimate of people
survivability is produced and is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Casu-
alties are first expected at 3.5 psi when the door fails. At 6 psi
the rafters fail leaving approximately 33 percent survivors in
pockets along the side walls. The third point. 13 psi. is when
secondary failure of the rafters is expected to occur leaving no

survivors. It should he noted that although no survivors are ex-

pected after 13 psi, fewer than expected or none may rema•n after
6 p1i if individuals are trapped or if injured cannot he removed.
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.Blast

a) Door Failure

l) Rafter Failure

c) Final; R;after Failure

Fi ,,•ire . J Ant icipCittd FVai lure 4odtes
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5.6 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The first reconunndation is that. neither a sandbag nor a

block wafl he used to .shitld ag:iinsr radiation. The blast will

send pieces of the wall crashing through the d'or causing more

casual i.t,; and at lower ,vwrpre':.sures. (The results of this an-

alysis w(*re determind ;isguttlng the wall was not ther,.)

"2. The door is mnounted in the weak direction. By mounting

two ha lf si ze pam.. ]:, with grain in tt-. oppos~to direction on top



of the existing door, it can be strengthened. It would also be

beneficial to add top and botto~n ýupporcs to the door in addition

to the support provided on che sides.

3. Rafters can be strengthehed by mounting them cioser to-

gether..using 2 x 12's or doubling up on some of them. Rafters

can also be strengthened by adding a bolt joining theru at the top

thus preventing their slipping ofT and taking load off the notch

anO columns.

4. Colu-ns should be secureiy fastened to the flooring to

prevent slipping ouc when the blast is applied to the shelter.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study described herein has been useful in the following

respects:

1. Casualties Produced by Impact -- For the first time the

"impact casualty" problem is capable of being examined in reason-

able detail. This has resulted in a clearer understanding of the

relatie importance of the various blast induced impact casualty

mechanisms that would be pcoduced in the upper stories of framed

* buildings located in the Mach region of megaton range nuclear

weapons. The effort is described in Chapter 2.

"A significant portion of the impact analysis task was devoted

to developing the impact analysis computer program, generating de-

bris and people trajectories end selecting appropriate statistical

methods for interpretation of results. Although the problem to

* which the analysi:i rmwthod was finally applied is fairly large, it

was nor possible to perform all of the necessary parameter varia-

This study was limited to debris produced by exterior walls.

For a thorough understanding of the impact problem, it is neces-
sary !o consider exterior and intericr wall debris, furnishings

and vertically mounted equipment for a reasonably large range of

sizes and weilghts. In order to assign.reliable modes of evasive

action_ to individuals. it is also necessary to consider a. reason-

ably -large range of people d'...rlbutions and initial (preparatory)
body positrions.

It i- ,urth mentioning that the debris interaction process

de"-ribed (see Chapter 2) has wider applicability than the par-

ficular problem for which it was deve-loped. The basic approach

can be vffect Pv'.ly us• ,d in blast.-fir,, inferac'tio studio.,;, dete*r-

rination of debris vulneraiiliry of milllary targets, casntalt ies

and ,drl,.zgr proluced by ;ac'id, ntal iv.,mni inons of stnred explosives,

B-A
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2. Classification System for Conventional Buildings -- The

teasi'ility of developing a classification system for conventional

buildings in terms of best available shelter space was explored

(see Chapter 3). It is concluded that a reliable classification

system is feasible and timely. However to be generally applicable,

the effort should be preceded by a statistical analysis of avail-

able field data which currently exists. Such an analysis would

seek to categorize all building parameters, eliminate insignificant

parameters, rank significant parameters in their order of impor-

tance and express the influence of cominonly unavailable parameters

(wall strength. for example) in terms of those which are generally

available i.e. . wall type, The significance of building param-

eters would be judged on the basis of their influence (positive

or negative) on people survivability. Stepwise regression analy-

ses may be used for this purpose.

3. Casualty Criteria--A literature search of currently avail-

able casualty criteria and data was conducted to determine if the

criteria used in performnig people survivability studies relative

to prompt effects of nuclear wcapons are sufficiently within the
S

L eiLu v - U i '.v- a f L 0;I 1 e .),is i Of thu li;L Eit ed l. tfort iz is con-

cluded that although several different methods. for estimating casu-

alties exist, they are not necessarily superior to the "impact

velocity" approach considered herein..

Readily available impact casualty criteria are very limited.

The current emphasis in the open literature is on impact casualties

produced in automobile .iccident:s. The approach taken by most in-

vestigators is one which is probl:m oriented. In a problem oriented

approach to "automobi l(l oc.Upant rs'vivabi.1ity- rhu.. .himphasis-wouId be

on practical methods capahble of reducing the acceleration or motion

(forward or rearward) experienced by the vehtcle occupant during

collision to tolL'rable leve lh;. Thih is done by preventing-seat

collapse. ,nd pr vi ; i,, it.ipactr ;u I tlt',l ,n ,r , :. )vtret.:; b.wk Ir.;t and

a. soft frontal head impact surface. T,dlo,'ahie lvel s of miot ion and

.mpa;c r -ire dLe.rmv .:.I , tr h h a j s of p'tc v i ;. arc ij' ut , ll

s cale crash fxpe riient :; wft. h Inst-rurI ,n: eli v 1 1-.r 1 1-f I ' , I'' W ,. th .,, .I

6-2
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or computer simulation of the process. Casualty criteria based on

generailzed impact are of limited applicability and ate therefore

seldom used. When used, the application is to very specific situ-

ations which are difficult to scdle to remotely related problems.

Casualty criteria which are specifically oriented to casualty

mechanisms prevalent in rhelters (NFSS upper stories and basements)

are for the most part nonexistent. The majority of currently used

criteria were derived on the basis of a great deal of engineering

judgment on so-called rel,.ted exreriences such as scaled animal

data, war related bomb data, military aircraft pilot ejection stud-

ies. etc. The extent oa pplicality of these criteria to indi-

viduals in shelters beyond the two categories, i.e.. survivors

and fatalities considered in this report, requires further study.

Separation of affected individials in only two categories can and

often will produce misleading conclusions on the sheltering poten-

tail of buildings. As defined in this study, survivors include

injured and uninjured individuals. However, the number of each is

not evaluated. Thus when conwparis:; individual buildings on the

basis of expected petcent :survivors, the comparison may or may nc.t

L- l . i, tf' x.r:p.,le., c'.a.u.1 y i:ltchallis:ms produced in the upper

btories of framred buildinjs will include thermal radiation, prompt

nuclear radiation and hlat ,.ffects, i.e., dynamic pressures and

debris. In closed bhast&r'nt:, the primirv casualty mechanisms would

be debris from the breakup of the ovwrhcad slab, It is intuitively

clear that a comparison ot the sheltt ring potential of ba.semerirs and

upper stories is not valid on the basis of "percent survivors in

each, since survivors in the upper strles are expected to include

more injured individual s thin their countterparts in basements.

Conparisons on th•is b;,,;is are valid only if we compare shelters

which are physically similar, i.e.. tht- class of steel framed build-

J i's , t lI Ie ( Is as lo)o d- i... i ng h'ii I d ings, etc. Fo" a comparison
of al 1 ?,hlt Ier p;l-it' . wit• h c'tf 1e'ct' , i more detai ItI 1t.$'.Ilkt- w

of survivor:, is ne(te:,',.ar .

Alth ough '..j:;t ini c. ',jlty 'rl rina ars., c'izdt., it is helieved

that n further eatviori:..At h-,.i of :lj' , , ir Iwo. *n .

B-A
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injured and uninjured, is possible. The task which is expected to
l]ead Lu d rteaseiable categorization of injuries in a direct ef-
fects environment was initiated in this study. To provide for a
better understanding of the response of individuals to blast ef-
fects, and thus of the type of injuries that would occur, a simula-
tion model was developed. This model represents the individual as
a seven-link (part) articulated man interconnected by exLensional
and torsional springs. Individual parts include the head, torso,
axm, forearm, thign, lower leg and foot. These are modeled by
means of rigid, elliptic cylinders. The formulation is two-
dimensional. The articulated man is capable of being impacted by
debris, and can also impact the floor, walls or the ground surface
with any portion of his idealized body. The computational process
keeps track of his motion, time dependent forces acting at his
joints, impact velocities and impact forces. The model provides
for a more detailed breakdown of the response of individuals in
a blast environment than does the rigid blodk model used in this
and previous studies.

At the present time this simulation model is incomplete and
-tiaI�crLi is not described in detail in this report. It is de-
scribed briefly in Ref. 6.1. It is incomplete because it lacks a
formal computational routing capable of relating response to a
corresponding level of casualty, i.e., injury or fatality. Such
a routine is expected to be developed in the study subsequen: to
the one described.

4. "-14! .I)INfS . . . ur-c~r Proam -One, taisk o• t hfs ý lu.dv- wi:
devoted to updating the computational process (Si mulat ion Mode-I
• uf '.ople S-;rvivhIitlyin 'Ctmvenelotl Juildin.1P dvs.cribed in
App.nili x C of Ref. 6 1. Ibis process was sthistant ial lv rvisd
.and M a. de, into a sd f-contailned computer program vnt-i l vd "lVTIj , N(;s"
which i:; ulestcrlbed in Appendix A. Th is prnlgram wn,; iIs..d ill S'"(it e -
:jt ii, reii I i s Iis c;'tj,;it.v I C(;itpt.cr 3 .ind thi:n,, pr t., , i i
6It. Th I l)w iru, rev v Ions wer1' inco r p or;,l td.
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The program was .restructured to provide for simplifieJ usage

and more efficicart operation Rout ins to read and check input

""Lit.a ",,'v, r added The subroutinL, which estimates debris casual-

ties was revised to inludt, r.,er.::,.n.tarive debris-people inter-

act-ion data based on thost, 1;iven in Chapter 2.

Modi ficat ions were also made to allow for automatic analy-

sis uf iul l' Loid-bv.arin.; biildini,.:; and buildings with exterior

in walls. In the e;ase of fully load-bearing buildings.

,h,, ,;;:t : pr r,,/ram .,, ,- t0,a, aft yr the stron.gest exterior

or ii,teriur wall:; irv brt.ch.d no ,.urvivors are expected in the
uppt~r .- " rlIut:

For buiL I dir; '.'s t , cxttrit- r load-b.arin&, walls and interior

Lr:,)e.s it ij. :ts ,m:ecd t'.,t whc:a OhIL ntripheral walls fail, the

exterior row-, o• r4,,,:, c.',ll)i!,t. Icivin:b, no survivors in the coi-
.. 11•rt i"r . .. ,i ,.r ,w': '.. d p.irt ion i:; tr.cated a:,

, :.':. . ,' r:,.. , !'. !. . '! i , ,.. :., a..,v,. in nore. ,Ii~t-t il in
*;, ,- .d i :. .

a H 4.4. -I. <advi.a I i

on.- i t. r tii,.,I f, .,. r :i.i !'uildin,,,s and the in-

I,, It! t:,i .. V. .... . .' T'. . .i It provides people sur-

v .: .l v - i t *,'- ,'...r : . 1- .. .',;,4.r - '. i ,,r 4 ".', Bal:;trne.. :; .aret not

,'n, , r,.. 1' , . , " di ." I,' -.1i bvtwt .(.;i injured and uninjured

i"':". vrI I' * • •.' 'a";,h'! ,,,, I ., .ficiv.ncies ht. el-ininated.

. . . .. •~ . O... • ,I.. . - ' :i a t i' of t - i -[ St u

w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C If, i* 4*t .d 't v~ ;W 1-) 4';. t.':.'~*~. yiciL~~rtn

l{Jjj,. t '1 ,, l b a,,, . *',',' .,' i 4,," i,�"~r ;, ;,IIcl I ":'rvi V.11) I itV if .1 i t I I

,.11'11 'ui.:.,i'1 *.'".,l . 41 ' ;, i 4 ".1'4. 1 , 1' 4" 1,4 : irlvli..r '.Ip4:4. A pro-

,,' .- , , .- 4,1 '" ,..B ; , , .E' C O PY . .. • ' -
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6. Computer Program Update -- The people survivability an'ly-

sis computer program described in Ref. 6.2 which is used on a

routine basis for the analysis of people survivability was revised

and updated. Revisions include simplified input and output options

plus a routine which checks input data for possible errors. The

debris survivability routine was revised on the basis of results

obtained in Chapter 2.

7. Dynamic Pressures in a Large Mine Complex -- A limited task

of this study was devoted to deter-,ining dynamic pressures in a

large, existing limestone mine produced by a megaton range nuclear

weapon. It was concluded that where they exist, such mines provide

excellent direct effects and fallout shelter spaces for neighboring

or evacuated populations. In this context they are significantly

superior to expedient community shelters and especially to the

"log-ditch" shelters recently analyzed by the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory civil defense group. Results of this task are given

in Appendix B.

On the basis of the study described herein, the following
re~o•,tr~d tio :.;arc m.',ide.

I. Blast Generated Debris--There exists a need to gain a

better understanding on "real world" size distributions of wall

debris'and their influence on people survivability. For this pur-

pose we need more data on the initial crack patterns experienced

by masonry walls (with and without windows), having a variety of

different "real world" support conditions (,jimple, fixed, -arching,

etc.) when subjected to a range of different overpressure levels

and durations. These data should be capable of providing 9stipates.

on initial debris-size distributions as a function of incipient

overpressure to collapse overpressure ratios,

This experimental information should be used in a sensitivity
study to determine variatloni In people surviability produced fy

variations in debris •ize distrihutions, incident overpressures

and wall collap:;v .verprt-;sure. The infl ence of deb is from in-

terior furnishings ;:nd vertically motinted equipment should also be

included.

6-h



2. Casualty Criteria--As was mentioned previously, currently
available casualty criteria for people in shelters (NFSS upper

stories and basements) are very crude and the extent of their ap-

plicability with confidence is not known. There is a need tc sys-

tematically review all currently used casualty criteria in the
light of the current understanding of the overall prompt effects
problem. Special consideration should be given to impacts produced
by debris. Since debris sizes can range from small window glass
frra,.nt:nts to large pieces produced by the breakup of masonry walls,
it is not clear that the same criteria apply for the entire rattge
of debris sizes and impact velocities.

The shelter casualty problem is significantly different from
that manifested in automobile accidents or by pilot ejections from
military aircraft. Since each of these two fields has been and is
being studies mostly in a problem oriented fashion, the response
of people in shelters relative to a prompt effects environment
warrants a separate investigative effort. Bioengineering studies
should he initiated to (examaine curr,,ntlv used criteria -md ro de-

velop new crit~erda where deficiencies are found.

Computer simulation studies (using computer graphics) of peo-
ple in shelters subjected to blast effects should be initiated to
provide a better understanding of the complex phenomena. This
would aid in dcvising means for increasing people survivahility
i:. ,, problem orientcd-fash9-:n._z

Computer graphics provide a useful and powerful tool for

studying the problem of debris formation and distribution, trans-
lation and impact of people with hard surfaces and debris. For

civil defense problems the potential of this tool remains largely
unexplored.

R F.1_;.-s., S :.v in ,m)f ,2.t -- It i: recomnmended that expvrimt ntal

studit-v b. condicted to determine the di stributtion of time-d,pendtent

dynamic pressurt,:i in rooens having configurations similar to those

found in the upp,,r st ortie.s of frame•d hut ldiugs and basement spaces.

6-7



Yielding and nonyielding walls should be used. Experimental results

obtained would aid in verifying the results determined hly means

of theoretical procedures.

4. Classification of Shelter Spaces --As was menticned pre-
viously, a classification system for conventional buildings in
terms of best available shelter space is feasible and timely. It
is recommended that a study leading to its development be initiated
along the lines described in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDINGS COMPUTER PROGRAM

A. 1 INTRODUCTION

"Ibis appendix contains a description of the computer pro-

gram entitled "B$'ILDINGS" It was developed for the purpose of

pr.ditilln, thu survivability of people locaied in the upper

stories of conventional buildings of the National Fallout Sbelter

Survey (NFSS) type w-h',n subhjected to the effects of megaton range

nucl.ar we;apons "ihe prograim has evolved over several years of

work for )CPA aind ha.; heen used to predict the survivability of

pueopl in i nucl-ar wLa,•on environnicnt in connection with two

stud iev-; (Re..fs. A. 1 and A. 2).

"This complti.r proj,.ra;:i is the revised and updated version of

tn.:r prt'vi '.-;l1 ,tosLribed in Appendix C of Ref. A.3. The intent

,,f ii .•c: t acqtuainrt the reader with its capabilities,

1i .7 It I'On:, 3.:id 6:;:,1e . The basic co;mputational algorithm is dis-
,'H ~~ ~ '." . " "t . . 'I'.' r ... . t.'.~ ii i .' " .-!' c't ',I'" -. ,-,

of ,,n exaniple prohleri

F'iz.-.ln A I at'.CU: at" ry.ncral flow chart of this pro;r;un

wh ic!h i nt,-I.,t, vs th -! :iv or proI,,ram operations and identifies which

rout ins are ustd in vach Individtiualsubroutlnes are briefly

dt.ori'ed in thc follwiro,; stoction.

A. .' :)i•; I'I -o:: E)" PR*;,A, ''TI:W'V ,;

Tlhis cof)pu1t. r p',U,,r' ,: consists of one main program and

11 s iprt,z!ralvi,. i c , -,irh n:rnine's antl functions. Manv of these

CoNtist ot data s. t tmru: :, cont'• iiniti, pr, vious computed res,. lt s

feir a r'arir , )|" p.i" , it'r.. The..k.. ;,-l pro),r.,mS. are r, scribhvd next

in the ord.er in whi 'ch thv.; .pjl,'.ar in Fi gure A. I.

I'iil , •outint' i-, c0 1-1 ),' br :'.A I: io r,.id inipit diti
onI! I .atit r ui i t NA IN

A. 
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E RT ES' '

:i:i:; routine e:.iniines input data with the object of
elimzin.itii', iynpt errors and physically impossible
sit u.ir ion:; in ;iodelinig various problems of buildings.
If c:rors ;ire found, azn error message is printed and
thC run is aborted This routine is called by MAIN.

THER

r:•-:.1i*,.s )eople survivability estimates (percent
sFv ,,r:;) V.1t !:.::t[ L'S against thermal radiation. This
routine is a si:..plifiv.d vrsion of that previously
u,-,v_ in the Si"P co,!e (Ref, A 4). Purcen,! occupants
ex•.,~ t t tthcr:m.l |.s.liation are determined by corn-
p.i: "h:', in arn x, xi'... t , ush.IidLd area for peripheral
(outside) roo:'-s Pvrc.ot of bdv area exposed is

t'.. ,: .r;':n t ,, ,, ction of sill ht i.ht. Ex-
p.'.~.,! d;. ti.: )-?:.L., iS 1;,.V,'d on quan( tit; of radiant

S.... L wh-'n iý used to determine the burn ror-
ali(t and,! Lorrvsponding percent survivors.

RA!)

" ..•"i . I .* ..& 'ur-vivab il tv t.: i aaL ainst
"".'•1 .. | r1e-

• '.;'- ,t• :', , " .'iJ ,.I r•' t i:; rout inc for particu-

Ir .. i .:-. c t ald ld iv, .

, t ,::.: . , ... ' . v ',, r. l.itive to wall debris

!,#:Ai A

Soi: th. ,',.v . r,,,::* ,.ii,'rh and aperture (wintaw) per-
c...'t .hi. r,;: ine dh ! r:-i,!.s roci'n arvaý, a ft-fcc t c'd by

",1 h r. ...r.;.:., hi",; j' ,,r .i i-,, returned.
, .. • ,'." .i,. r , , tn ei•;'nIt ion ot if..hris

",,..'.' h 1 , 11.:,'1" iO v l,,r ion for TIRAN.; whi• ch i.4* l**I A ~' :

1. *".' i • ," I" .' .. .. 1', I ." ,.i I r ' n ui d , . ! I" i ..

, . ; i.'.,•". ,'. aB AVAILA.BLE COP
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SHADE

Identifies room areas in which personnel are subject
to dynamic pressure induced translatior.il effects.

KNOCK

This function is called by TRANS to determine dy-
namic pressure intensity as a function of front wall
window area and specified weapon environment.

CLEAR

Provides people survivability estimates against being
cleared (blown) from the building area after walls
fail as a function of building length an. story
height.

SURVIV

This routine is called by TRANS to provide percent
survivors (initially prone and standing) as a func-
tion of information provided by SHADE. KNOCK and
CLEAR. This routine provides the required estimates
by interpolating from previously computed and stored
results.

MA IN

The main .ro.7ram initializes the problem and calls

ozi input data and calls ERTEST to check the'data for
error,;. It coordinatres the individual people sur-
vivability result., and imodifies them according to
-he type of buildin,; being, analyzed, i.e., framed.
combination fradcd and load-bearing, fully load-
buaring. It combines survivabilities aga•nsr indi-
vidual effects to get total survivability in each
buildir;, are-i and then detiermines weighted (combined)
peop,:- .;urviv.ali.litv esr imiat, for thc-bildini,, as a
Whle) It -ft caI ., ,;u&,rout ine IN.t.RI' to determtne
ovirpre.isurvs fo-o 9.1. 50 and 10 percent survivors
from the fin l re-'tults. MAI1 also coordinates the
printiin:' andl pLottiing of res uIt t"

A 3 PHOCRA:'| (AI'A6,II.1TIIES

"Trhis co mpute r p o):r.ton,;m ,.;tiattc, percent s'urvivor!; (iniured

and un in tired pe r,;oit, 1 ) in t hft- uppar ; t-ri. es of co,0 v•.nti, 61.1

(,,,S, tyipe) bjilldin):%!; whe,'-•0 : i ecl)'? to the di t ct fitCt':, (If ai

building•. which are ;t, simoed to be iocated in the Mach ririon (if

:.h!' '.ap'.'p . P.r'.' c vii t . irvi v r•, :;,t ts 1 i ;:;ltI v iv .I-y i T1 g that
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b ai 1IJifll?, oi.-c'q), -ipi: ~ art, ki orý distribUtt-d jil scl.L-,tLei portic-ns

of this h~ihldi.' in v'iht'r init iall p~;ro-ILi or ;fljtjialv st anoing

posi :~f. io.m 'Ili hi :.r wity~ac*1:mi.n .,r; are con.Adi d.vrE-d in-

,jivi Ju.i I Lv
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to choose the attack direction, i.e., the direction from which

the blast wave is Expected to originate. Usually this direction

is chosen as being normal to a vertical plane through the weakest

portion of the building. This generally results in a lower bound

estimate of people survivability.

rurther information required by the program consists of

building characteristics and distribution of occupants. Building

characteristics include dimensions such as bay width, room length,

building width, window size, etc. Knowledge as to the type of

building construction, i.e., framed, load-bearing or a combina-

tion framed and load-bearing, e'tc. is also necessary. Although

the program does not require data on the collapse overpressure

for the building as a whole, it does require collapse overpres-

sures for exterior walls and interior partitions. It is also

useful -o know how the building occupants are expected to be dis-

tributed in various portions of the building.

The actual modeling process is .accomplished by breaking the

subject building into component regions (areas) each having dif-

ferent characteristics. Each such component region is assigned

a factor (a number less than or equal to 1.0) which indicates

its size and occupancy as a fraction of the entire building area

and total population. The number of personnel occupying each

region is estimated as a percentage of the whole building popu-

lation. Building characteristics aJ.-ong with region factors are

punched onto data cards with one card per component region. The

program computes percent survivors in each region described and

then takes a weighted average of these results (by the use of

region factors) for the building as a whole.

A.4.1 Component Areas

A component area in a building can be chosen as a story

having the same or almost the same characteristics. It must

pass through the entire length of the building at whichever point

it is chosen, length being the distance parallel to the direction

of blast. The three types of component areas that this program

A-6



can hand.le arL d.scribed in the .following paragraphs. A kn wldege

of the cOmput|t ional! proCCS: iS useful inchoosing componeTit areas

and of avoi din:, vxttn.i:i,:, of th..- pro.r:am beyond its limitations.

* Buai:ldin,._ Rv.iiu V.T_'.pe 1.

ThIM ckioripon.'!it arLdi I il lustrated in Figure A. 2 as a room or

a larj, e prtion of 01 iuildint; ii which the front and the rear

wails art. (f eu.ici s.! t'cn;;th. No interior walls are included.

Wlon th,, h.;i I .. ' i:.; not, hiJ,,h e.noghl to fail the walls, cas-

ut Lkies are .. by !'..riamic pressure. prompt nuclear and ther-

:;.i! r.ili iti~:u •..e.' I•. 1 , 1., s f'.ti I, then in addition to these

'ch,:. :,; .. Cls I:i , i L-: L . rL.. i hso produccd by debris impacts on

people and i:,pacrt W, pco.,:•l with -he. )ground plane, i.e. , those

. i, * C!.,, .t t o: ,yi, h.u di:, hv the high velocity winds.

-.: ' , - .",.",-, ; : i ,t L, A. 3. Both exterior walls
0ý V ',:L't -- ,., .A.: ': ."•.l',. &,S:,;, :v(-1 Lo be stronger than the

i: • : , .,, :.: .. • , ,.:., ,t••nth. At 'Low overpres-

ionly area A (see Figure
A.J 0!:,: .'; ,. ., t I nf,.t;.* ; s B and C are assumed to

h:v.L ; r1',.- ;ur "iv . A! hi her ovi-rpressure levels in-

teri,:- w41,-i filI (;'i.,ur<. A. T).) and castialty mech3nisms which

:i)gpitj.d to. arir A . now ,ippl'v !( areas A, R and C. In

i, i Ci~ t,1 :' ;c, ,, w• -,:,' * .' "•... ,f.ccrit; tif".'.; produced hy the fail-

ureý(, Of OIL. i ti ortin the wtv,,npon environment is such

that 1.' w,,ll.i f,,i. ] 2'. , Irt. A k') then the case is similar to

Lhaz d1,. L'i .1 n':'." , in c',nint.1 tion with Figure A.2b.

In 0h1:; C.I -.. 11>. ,-:0: %1;;1 ; I ,S rt wL'aker than interior walls.

At 1,'.. )v'er rv':;';'r . " " :, w.11I,; ('.,'i h the exc,-prion of wi.n.tmi

- I . I .] w .ap nl ,.I ,.i '1:; :rt, con.;ithl rcd ii irea A only (Fij..-

ur,. :t 4 ) ind ;1r' :i':.; to "ho.;i ,k..ribed previouSly in connec-

tion with Finiiru•s A ?.. .m, A. I.'. A , ,v; i1 and C are assumed to

have 10,' p) c'1,CVrt Ir;, hr.; .1,n11 thV pJr a',1,0m computes. a weighted

average of survivor:., fr th,, tot-C i ,,f areas A, R and C.

BSTop
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A.1 J B C
-- _.._.C

a) All Walls Intact

A B C

b) Fr(nt Extreriom Wall Fails

do S

000

0 All Walls Fail

Fi gure A. 4 Biulding Region Typce 3
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When the overpressure is increased such that the front wall fails

then aebris effects are considered in area A (Figure A.4b) in ad-

dition to casualty mechanisms considered previously. Areas B

and C are still assumed not to experience any blast casualrLes.

Finally, when the overpressure is sufficiently great ra frail the

interior walls (Figure A.4.z) then all areas are affected.

A.4.2 Special Consideratrons

Stren-gths of interior partitions and exterior walls are ex-

pected to be dif.erent and the program does allow for it. How-

-ver, the program does not allow for differences in the strength

of the two exterior walls. Interior partitions must also have

equal stren•gths. This does not introduce serious problems in

most analysis efforts since exterior walls on any given story

of most buildings are very close to having the same strength.

The same holds true for-interior partitions. Where differences

in the strength of interior walls exist, such as massive elevator
tower walls and light partitions, problems can be avoided by judi-
cio':,- :z.it•-crion of i,.]iividui1 rCorOI1i, lo; this, knowledge of

the computational process is very useful in avoiding errors.

Window dimensions are not input but are instead computed

using other input data such as room width, room height, sill

height, upper sill height (top of window to ceiling distance) and

percent apertures. Window height is automatically fixed by spe-

cifying rtom height, sill hvight and .pper sill height. .Vindow

width i:; the variable in this process. One potential mlsrake

that can result from this is Illustrated iii Figure A.5. in making

up input cinta for a front wall with three windows we arbitrarily

choose the width Wk, of the whole room as shown in Figure A. Sa.
We also arbitrarily choose an aperture percentage equal to the

sun, of the three windows. When the program computes window di-

mensions based on thcee data, it places one large window in the

ccnt.er of the wall whose area is equal to the sin of the three in-
dividual windows. fne problem as interpreted ny tne program is ob-

viou:;y no1 corre.cL kind somnewhat dliffaerent results will be produced.

S~A-Il
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a)Incorrect

RIW

R-

b) Icorr:ct

Figure A. 5 Considerations In Modeling Window Apertures
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The correct way to model this particular situation is to choose

the width of room (WR) such that each of the windows is individu-

ally considered as shown in Figure A.5b. In the program the room

width parameter does not necessarily imply actual room width, but

what is chosen as the width of the component area.

It is important to distinguish between three types of build-

ings, i.e., framed (stecl or reinforced concrete), combination

framed and load-bearing and fully load-bearing. In the case of

combination framed and load-bearing buildings. i.e. , buildings

with exterior load-bearing walls and interior frames it is as-

sumed that when the peripheral walls fail, the exterior rofvs of

rooms collapse leaving no survivors in the collapsed portions.

The framed portion is then treated as a typical framed building.

In the comptirational process the program subtracts twice the dis-

tance to the baick wall from the length and width of the building.

Debris result; (percent survivors due to debris impact) are mul-

tiplied by the ratio of this adjusted plan *area to the original
. ,' . , , 1.• :uili,1ILv if the boiidini; is

rectangular, has load-bearing walls all around and the distance

to the first interior wall is also the distance tothe structural

frame. If there are large deviations from this description, then

results will not be correct and adjustments need to be made.

Fully load-bearing buildings are t-re-ated in a similar fashion.-

N.) survivori are ;assumed to exist once the exterior walls fail.

A.5 U IPUT FORIAT

Input consists of a title card followed by as many data ca-.ds

as there are component areas comprising the given hufi.ding. This

comprises one buliding set. Any number of buldiing -et3 can be

placed back to back and inserrtd as the data deck. 1o special

(.nd -. Jird -':; rcqui r.d 1:1put ,.r .I!4 i:., h,';crih4 'd in '.1 ;!:-' A. I

and illustrated in Figture A.6.
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a) Front wall elevation

PO -

I I

/ "

b) PiLan View
Jgfure. A. 6 illau.trat ion of Input Parameters
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A.6 OUTFUT FORMAT

The first page of '...tput for a given building (building set)

consists of an echo printout of data with headings added. Re-

suits consist of percent survivors for two body positions as a

function of free field overpressure for the building as a whole

and are contained on pages 2 and 3. Page 2 contains individual

percent survivors for .ich casualty mechanism considered. Page 3

lists total survivors. As an additional piece of information

the program prints out overpressures at 90, 50 and 10 percent

survivors.

A. 7 SAMPLE PROBLEM

This section illustrates the use of BUILDINGS program in

analyzing a framed building for people survivability. The build-

ing considered is a ten-story office type building. Typical

floor plans are given in Figure A.7. Building characteristics

required by the program are given in the fallowing table.

"Ihe biast, . rii was chosen a.; sinown in Figurv A. 7. Since

building is very close to being symmetric in plan (especially. the

upper stories), the results should be representative as far as

the four directions are concerned.

At first the upper stories (2 thro.ugh 10) were broken down
into three component arean, I.e., ABC, DEF and GHI (see Figure

A 1b). Hfowever since the computer program only considers the

first interior wall. areas DEF and Gi11 are asstmied to be essen-.

tially the s,'me, as far as protection is concernLJ, and are com-

bined in this analysis to form a single area, i.e. , DEFGHI. This

would not be done if the situation were less uniform, i.e., un-

equal strength partitions, lack of uniformity in window arrange-

ment, etc. In such a case, more component areas would need to be

cons ide red.

Selection of component areas on the first story is somewhat

easier than the upper stories andwwas done as shovm in Figure

A. 7a. Again. two areas were considered, ie., ABC and DEFGHI.

-16
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BUILDING DATA

a) Building Description

Number of stories 10

Floor area per story 8100 sq ft total
7200 sq ft occupied

Plan dimensions 90 ft by 90 ft

Building height 102 ft

Story height 12 ft, first story
10 ft. stories 2 through 10

Type of construction Steel frame, steel deck, masonry
waill and interior partitions

b) Exterior Walls

Story Description Strength

1

2 to 10 4-in. and 8-in. brick nonload
bearing walls, one-way arching 9.1 psi

c) Interior Pairtitions

Stora Des crip tion Strength

1 to 10 8-in. concrete masonry non-
reinforced, nonarching 4.0 psi

d) Windows

Story Aperture Size Sill Height

1 12 ft.-by 30_ft • ft --

2 to 10 7 ft by 30 ft 3 ft

The next step in this process is to assign weighting factors

to each of the component areas selected. In this particular case

this is done by assuming that one-tenth of the building occupants

are located on each story. It is further assumer( that under nor-

mal. conditions few people would be located in the core area

Strength relative to normal to the plane, nuclear weapon blast
induced loads

A-18
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area E. Figure A. 7a b). Thus out of nine areas (A,B,C,D,EF,G,

H,I), seven are assumed to be occupied on the first story -.Id

eight on the upper stories. In each of the occupied areas
people are assumed to be uniformly distributed. One further

distinction is made. The computer program distinguishes between

the first, second, third and fourth story by virtue of aeight.
It does not distinguish between the fourth and higher stories as

far as free-fall survival is concerned. Based on this discus-

sior. the weighting factors are computed as shown below.

COMPUTATION OF COMPONENT AREA WEIGHTING FACTORS

Floor Component Weighting Factor
Level Area

Ist ABC 1/10 of building x 2/7 of floor area = 0.028
1st DEFGHI 1/10 of building x 5/7 of floor area = 0.072
2nd ABC 1/10 of building x 3/8 of floor area = 0.038

2nd DEFGHI 1/10 of building x 5/8 of floor area - 0.062
3rd ABD 1/10 of building x 3/8 of floor area - 0.038
3rd DEFGHI 1/10 of building x 518 of floor area - 0.062

4th ABC 7.'10 of building x 3/8 of floor area = 0.262
4th DEFGHI 7/10 of building x 5/8 of floor area - 0.438

Sum , 1.000

A.8 S.AMPLE PROBLFM RESULTS

An echo printout of data used in the sample problem is shown

in Table A.2, Survivcos relative to the individual effects, i.e.,

debris, thermal radiation, translation and promipc nuclear radia-
tion are given in Table A.3, as a function of free field overpres-

sure. It will be noted that thermal and prompt nuclear radiation

effects as considered herein do not distinguish between standing

and prone personnel. Total (combined) survivors are given in

Table A.4 together with free field overpressures at 10, 30 and
90 percent survivors. These results are also plotted in Figure

A.A
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Table A.2

ECHO PRINTOUT OF DATA

(XMI L- 3.ILL)IM. %nl. t

WALL LEN'G1" WIDTH FLOOR -1-4?~(l" SILL liono Poop, Pilou WALL FAILURE PRES. UacmO LIPPER
1yok LEVIL P0"CtN1 I.ElrIGN .EIrht Ot P714 650?.. ExItkIow 116TERIhlR SILL .4?
0 3 70.0 lu.0 I I04..0 . 1 2.0 10.0 20.0 .00 0 0 s .01,0 *0
1) J. 70.u 7U.l) I 31'1)*1 .0 32.0 ?O0* li.o1. .00 0.00 ovao( .O
0 3 9(1.0 9U.0 a 70.41 1.0 Into 60.0 1'..0 9.30 4.00 .0380 .1)
o3 90~ eVj:o .? 70.a 3. 3C.41 11u.0 31l.11 9,141 4.00 .0602 .0

9 3 9'0 To~ 70. 30 30u Do.,) 31w. 1) 9.10 o*0 0300 *1
1) 3 90.0* 9Il0 5.~j( 1.) 10.41 34.0 50.0 9.30 0.10 60062 *0
Q 3 90'.. Qu.). a. 7r, . P 1.") 16I'.0 64. 0.301 9 .10 .u .2621, .1
0 S n~ 90 .0 a~O 1 7(1.': 3d 1 30.11 34.0 s3".t 9.10 0f.611 03800 o

Table A. 3

PERCENT SURVIVORS FOR INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS

fl11006FSbuiII UEOIiBS frFsOWAL TaAoSLATI0'4 IOIZN
S1 AND04' I .401I ESTA0'1.k) (PihOOF) OR'tpl~flns

la 31.. A 4j0.0 09.2 99.0 100.0 100.0

1 30.i I 3o0I.0 "021 00.2 3,o0*A 100.0

0 0 9.0) 96"a 90.0 141'.6 100. 0

01.; 6.4 97,9. sots 300.0 000.0

SSb. 5.7 97,3 S01.9 168.01 100.0

7 60P.4; SOS.#. 9*49.S 14100 to0.&

%1. *0 5.0 92.5 47.4. 371* )n A 10.0

9 %?.1 %3.1 91.1 31.7 3.."030.0

In 5309 4000 *1'D .0 300 00.6
c I

3 4M.4 37.4 91,0 .0 1* IV R 110*0

13 041.a 3?.3 4114 .0 *6111.4 300.0

14.0I ~ 13.3 91'0 .44 33130.

16 31D0. 35.7 91.0 .41 .11t

41 0.3 31.4 41..) *0 2.

3Md~*.k h. *too .4. to J7,4

3S 0.b 3% . *too 03 .0.3*

00 sm. 4 16.1' 93.0 s) 1, .

A .j4*M



Tah le A. 4

TOTAL SURVIVORS

fnTA.I SI)QVIVsI.JLIyV

s 914,4 10

4t) Qb 99.0

13.

9t3 105.9

90 b 
.ECN 01 4,3.1
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Referring to Table A.3 it will be noted that no debris casual-

ties are produced prior to 4 psi. At 4 psi interior walls fail

producing the first debris casualties. Wall failure also contrib-

utes to translation casualties (standing personnel) since the

interior walls are cleared out. Additional translation casualties

(initially standing and prone personnel) are produced after the

exterior walls fail; note the jump from 31.7 to 0 percent (standing

column) and 100 to 38.9 percent (prone column) Table A.3.

The reader is referred to Ref. A.2 which conains results of

50 buildings that were analyzed using this computer program. A

data sensitivity study using this program is discussed in Ref. A.l.
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APPENDIX B

AIRBLAST ENVIRONMENT IN LARGE MINE SYSTEMS

The existence of very large limestone mines naturally raises
the question as to their suitability as personnel shelters during

a nuclear weapon attack situation. The answer to this question

lies. in part, in the nature and intensity of the airblast en-

vironment which will exist in these mines under nominal attack

conditions. Two specific mines were analyzed and predictions of

blast environments were made. Details of these analyses are pre-

sented here and they show that the blast environments within

these mines are relatively mild with the exceptions of certain

limited regions, such as in or near the entranceways and in some

instances at the back end of long mine systems.

Two specific wnines were examine; one which is referred to

as a large mine is illustrated in Figure B.l, the other is a sub-
stantially smaller mine. The large mine, or mine network, is of

1_he "piliar aind post" Lype and is thereby characterized by a com-

plex interconnection of passageways Jor air regions). This mine

system has a total floor area of approximately 10 million square
feet and a nearly uniform ceiling height of 15 ft. There are a

number of entranceways or entrance tunnels which are approximately

40 ft wide (approximately 600 ft 2 cross-sectional area). The
passageways within the tunnel system are also approximately 40 ft

wide. The tunnel system is about I mi long and I mi wide.

The nuclear weapon threat treated in this analysis was the

20 psi overpresslire level from the surface burst of a I MT weapon

or more specifically a 20 psi blast wave with a 3,.3 sec positive

phase.duration. This represents a rather high overpressure range

and thus the evaluation cin he considered as a somewhat worst

case condition. The blast wave will interact with the local topo-

graphy (considered to be somewwat hilly) and atteruare with in-

creasing range. Any mine system, such as the "large" mine, which

-has many separated entranceways, will be exposed to a very com-

plex blast input.
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This blast input will depend upon the burst direction as well as

topographical details and will manifest itself in that blast waves

of various intensities will enter the mine system at different

locations and at different times. Clearly the present analysis
cannot treat the effects of all these variables, hence a near

worst case situation was identified and used.

Before this worst case problem is discussed it will be sig-

nificant to discuss the restrictions and applicability of the
methods of analysis which are available. The simplest treatment

which is available is the quasi-steady cavity filling analysis in
which the mine is characterized by a volume and an inlet or flow

area. In such an analysis pressure gradients within the system
are assumed to be small. This analysis method is inadequate due

to the rather long flow pachs (approximately 5000 ft) within the

system.. 7he ente.-ing blast wave system will be weak (i.e., near
sonic waves) and have a total length of approximately 3000 ft.

Thus significant pressure gradients will exist in the interior

regions of the mine and a wave analysis must therefore be used.

The nearly uniform roof height of the mine system simplifies

the problem in that vertical pressure gradients will be very small.
Thus a two-dimensional nonsteady analysis is indicated. Such an
analysis would be extremely costly and difficult to perform due to

the many interconnecting flow paths. Thus a one-dimensional non-

steady wavw analysis must be used together with the use of certain
approximations to account for chlnfcomplex system of the mine.- The

-blast wave which enters the relatively narrow entranceways of the
, mine will spread'out as the numberof passigeways odr cflo areas'

increases. The blast wave disturbance will also interact with

the pillars and many local shock reflections and rarefaction wave
systems will be generated. These disturbance systems will only

modify the pressure field in the immediate vicinitty of the pil-

lars and their time averaged effect will tend t-• vanish. Thus

the most significant geometric characteristic of the mine system

is the effective flow area as observedby the pressure disturbances.
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Lines of constant minimum propagation time (based on weak waves

traveling at sonic velocity) were determined for a variety of

blast wave entering conditions and were used to establish, the

cross-sectional flow area of the mine as a function of a flow

distance; the spacial variable for the one-dimensional variable

area analysis used. These isochronal lines are illustrated in

Figure B.2 for the four entranceways clustered in the lower right-

hand corner.

The problem which is illustrated in Figure B.2 was considered

to be the worst case due to the fact that the maximum entrance

area condition is considered. This parameter is no: t%ý1 only con-

sideration as the expansion area (ratio of flow area tG entrance-

way area) is also a factor. Nonetheless this case is the worst

case and chould represent the most severe blast environment occur-
ring within the mine system.

The expansion area. or area factor is presented in Figure B.3

as a function of distance from the entrance. A one-dimensional

variable area nonsteady wave analysis was performed subject to a

12.2 psi overpressure blast wave condition at the entrance loca-
tion (x- 0). This overpressure magnitude results from the inter-
action of a 20 psi overpressure wave at the tunnel portals and
corresponds to a side-ot wave orientation. Such a wave orienta-

tion is the most probable orientation. More severe orientation
would only produce locally higher pressures which.would rapidly
decay due to clearing effects. _-These higher pressures would be
restricted to the entrance region (x( 500 ft) of the tunnel system.
The peak overpressure occurring within the mine is also presented

in Figure B.3 for the case evaluated. The maximum overpressure for

the ce'•tral region of the mine is approximately 2 to 2-1/2 psig
and should be acceptable fo7 personnel exposure. The pressure

reduction, when measured by the outs;ide overpressure level is a

factor of approximately 20.

The pressure history at two locations in the mine are pre-

sented in Figure B 4. Quite clearly the region near the entrance-

way is unacceptable as is a narrow region near the back of the mine.
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The p:essure in this "rear region" is amplified due to large scale

reflection effects. This rear region can be identified in Fig-

ure B. 2 as that region nq ir the entrance at the left end. This

region would be considered an exclusion area for the case of a

blast wave entering the mine system from this entranceway. The

analysis does not bring out the fact that other semilocal reflec-

tion areas may also exist. It would be advantageous to eliminate

any rear regions which are somewhat confining such as that narrow

region which is at the very top of the mine as illustrated in

Figure B.2.

The second mine (the small one) which was examined is illus-

trated in Figure B.5. No details of this mine were available,

however some conclusions about its acceptability as a personnel

personnel shelter can still be made. A quasi-steady cavity fill-

ing analysis would be applicable for this mine since the length

of the mine is considerably less than the wave length of the

free field blast wave (approximately 3000 ft) and in general the

pressure gradients should be small. Some moderate pressure gra-

di 1,,,ts or slhuck eftfcis will exist in and near the entrance tunnel.

The peak cavity pressure can be estimated by evaluating the value
of the parameter,

JV -30S=A co to

where

V = cavity volume (9.8x 105 cu ft)

A = entranr.i flow area (96 sq ft)

co . sonic velocity (1130 fps)

to = positive phase duration of blast wave (3.3 sec)

Such a larre value indicates that the peak cavity pressure will

be equal tO approximately 0.05 times the free field c;-.erpressure

or about 1.0 psig. A simple wave evaluation consideri.ng the area

anlargement (approximately a factor of 100) of the mine tunnel

location indicates a shock attenuation factor of approximately
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0.02 hence the 12.3 psi wave which enters the t-unnel will be re-

duced to approximately 0,25 psi. This reduction will occur

gradually hence an exclusion area in the vicinity of the sudden

area enlargement should be established. This region could be

defined by a radius of approximately 40 ft (- 5-.A).

Both of the mines examined should be adequate as personnel

shelters for large yield nuclear attack conditions when free

field overpressure is moderate (no greater than 20 psig) to low

in intensity. Certain regions in the vicinity of the entrance

tunnels should be excluded to avoid the locally higher blast

pressures which are associated with the inlet region. Further-

more, for long mines, a small region near the rear of the mine

should also be excluded due to shocK reflection effecco. The

low intensity waves which enter the mine should be acceptable in
terms of the response of humans to such a stimulus. The strength

of the wave can be reduced by further restricting the size of the

entranceway. It should be noted, that although the intensity of

the blast environment is sufficiently low to render these mines

acceptable with respect to blast overpressure effects, other

shelter requirements must be considered. These mines may be
unique in that rather large quantities of dust are potentially

available on the floor and other interior surfaces and the blast

wave will loft some of this particulate matter during the filling

phase. This dust environment could be rather severe unless the
mine surfaces are cleaned or stabilized.
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SUMMARY

CASUALTIES PRODUCED BY IMPACT AND RELATED TOPICS
OF PEOPLE SURVIVABILITY IN A DIRECT EFFECTS ENVIRONMENT

For the purpose of planning for the safety of the population

in the event of an emergency the civil defense planner requires

knowledge on best available shelter space in his commmity. Con-

ventional buildings constitute the only significant, current shel-
tering resource. Each of them possesses some level of inherent
ability in providing protection not only against the effects of
nuclear weapons but also against natural disasters such as earth-
quakes, tornados and hurricanes. It is therefore important to
have reliable and readily usable knowledge on their protective ca-
pabilities and on the possible types of evasive action that can be
taken by personnel so as to gain full advantage of these capabili-

ties in any emergency situation.

In line with this, the emphasis of this study is- on the sur-
vivability of people in the upper stories of conventional buildings
when subjected to the blast effects of nuclear weapons. Specific-
ally it seeks to determine the relative importance of various types

of impa.:t in producing casualties. This aspect of the problem is
described in Chapter 1. Subsidiary topics include classification
of shelter spaces, analysis of an Emergency Operating Center, an-
al,sis of a fallout shelter against the effects of blast and the

feas'bility of using mines as personnel shelters. A computer pro-
gram used (Ref. 1) in analyzing the survivability of people in con-

ventional buildings is also described.

Casualties Produced by Impact

Blast environment-people interaction in the upper stories of

conventional buildings is a complex problem. In this environment

casualties are produced predominantly by impact which results from

the following effects and casualty mechanisms.

.ýna,• Pressure (ligh velocity winds) associated with
the passage of a blast wave will cause people to lose
balance, be rotated, and translated, terminating in impact
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on hard surfaces (floor, walls, furniture) with various
parts of the body. :In addition to setting people in
motion, dynamic pressures will also set loose or at-
tached objects in motion. Building components such as
window frames and glass, mounted equipment, walls and
partitions loo aned:or separated by the blast wave be-
come moving, lethal debri's under the action of blast
winds. These can interact with people located in their
paths producing impact casualties.

To determine the relative importance of various categories of impact

to which people in the upper stories may be subjected when exposed
to the blast effects of nuclear weapons, an analysis method capable
of approximating the :complex environment was developed. It is
illustrated in flowchart. form in Fig. S-1. As indicated in this
illustration, the procedure makes use of previously compured and
stored information, i.e., debris trajectories and people (building
occupant) trajectories. Debris trajectories were calculated for a
range of free field overpressures, debris sizes, initial coordinates,
and times to separation. People trajectories were also calculated
for a range of free field overpressures, initial coordinates and
initial body position, i.e., standing, prone and parallel to the di-

rection of blast, prone and perpendicular to the direction of blast.

This analysis procedure allows one to define a building area
in ter.,,s of physical parameters such as story height, bay width,
floor level, window percent, sill height and wall failure overpres-
sure. Building area occupancy is defined by .ipecifying coordinates
at which people (in the three initial body positions) are located.
Respective trajectories are then compared at each time step to de-
termine if interactions occur, ,If interactions 'occur, points of
contact are determined and relative velocities between the person
and debris at the point of contact are computed. This is done for
each person and each piece of debris providing that impact occurs
within the building (bay) length. By the location of the contact

point, three types of impact are identified, i.e., head impact,
thorax-abdomen impact, lower limbs impact. Relative velocity val-
ues for each impact and person are compared with casualty criteria

to establish the level of casualty.
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Having completed the debris interaction analysis, the procedure
then goes to determine floor and ground plane impact velocities for

each building occupant subjected to these casualty mechanisms. Re-

sults are compared with casualty criteria and corresponding levels
of casualty are combined with those determined for debris impact.

This information is then used. to predict the combined probability

of survival.

Using the procedure described, people survivability analyses
were performed for a variety of different building areas character-

"* ized by bay width, building length, story height, wall failure over-

pressure, assumed wall debris and window size. Results indicate

that debris produced by the breakup of building walls can be a sig-

nificant casualty producer for people in the upper stories of con-

ventional buildings.

Classification of Shelter Spaces

This portion of the study was concerned with the feasibilitv
of developing a classification system for conventional buildings in

terms of best available shelter space. An existing computer pro-

gram (described in Appendix A) developed for the purpose of predict-

ing the survivability of people in conventional buildings, was used

to generate results for ranges of building parameters. A regres-
sion analysis was performed to rank the building parameters and

thus determine their significance in contributing to people survi-

vability. Resulting regression analysis equations were then used

to generate a basic classification system in terms of six building

parameters.

It is concluded-that.a g8eneral classification system -is feasi-

ble and can be developed. H!owever, for it to be usable at any

civil defense level, the effort should be preceded by a field data

analysis study. Its purpose wovId be to categorize all significant
building parameters and to establish the signific-nce of their

variability on the final results, i.e., people survivability.
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Function Loss Analysis of an Emergency Operating Center

This portion of the effort was concerned with the analysis of

an existing Emergency Operating Center (EOC) to determine its
"function loss" and people survivability when subjected to the di-

rect effects of a single, megaton range nuclear weapon. A recently
constructed Police Administration and Public Safety building which
houses an EOC was analyzed. The probability of function loss was
determined based on the response of mechanical and communications

equipment to the effects of blast pressures and debris.

Analysis of a Fallout Shelter
Against the Direct Effects of Nuclear Weapons

The purpose of this effort was to determine how much direct
effects protection is provided by a 50-person, gable roof shelter
primarily designed for fallout -protection. The analysis performed
focuses on how the structure succeeds or fails to withstand the ef-
fects of blast. An estimate of occupant survivability was deter-

mined on this basis.
'BTILhING." Comp,.r e P 2,•

The simulat.on model for predicting people survivability in

conventional buildings against the direct effects of nuclear weap-

ons, previously developed and descrilbed in Appendix. C. Ref. 2.,

was revised and made into a self-contained computer program. This
computer program is enL.tlEd "BUILDINC-S" and is described in
Appendix k. This- appendix contains a brief discussion on the capa-
biliti-es and limitistions of the program, a user's manual and an
example problem illustrating its usage.

Existing Mines as Personnel Shelters

A limited effort was devoted to the task of estimating dynamic
pressures on the interior of two large existing mines when subjected

-o a 1 MT surface burst at the 20 psi range It is concluded that

at least as far as dynamic pressures are concerned, such mines pro-

vide very adequate shelter space.
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